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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA #

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION g

V %
In the Matter of

.

:

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION Docket No. 110-04699-

.

(Nuclear Fuel Export License
For Czech Republic - Temelin

.

Nuclear Power Plants) .

ANSWER OF APPLICANT WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION
TO PETITION FOR INTERVENTION AND REQUEST FOR HEARING

OF THE NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL, ET AL.

On December 1, 1993, Westinghouse Electric Corporation

(" Westinghouse" or " Applicant") applied to the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission ("NRC" or " Commission") for a license to export nuclear

fuel to the Czech Republic for use in two nuclear reactors (Temelin

Unit 1 and Temelin Unit 2) currently under construction by the
Ceske Energeticke Zavody Koncern, a.s. ("CEZ") .i n the Czech
Republic. The Westinghouse export license application stated that

the nuclear fuel to be exported would be used for the first core

and four reload regions each for Temelin Unit 1 and Temelin Unit 2.

The Westinghouse nuclear fuel export license application was
duly docketed by the NRC on December 1, 1993, and assigned License
Application No. XSNM-02785. A copy of the Application was placed
in the NRC's Public Document Room on December 1, 1993. On or about

|March 17, 1994, a " Petition for Intervention and Request for
Hearing of the Natural Resources Defense Council, Friends of the
Earth, Hnuti DUHA, and Global 2000" (" Petition for Intervention")
was filed with the Commission. This Answer is filed by Westing-
house in opposition to the Petition for Intervention.
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SUMMARY

As is more fully discussed in the following Sections of this

Answer, Westinghouse submits that the Petition for Intervention

should be denied for the following reasons. First, the Petition

should be denied because it seeks to raise matters which the
Commission previously has determined are not apprcpriate for

consideration in nuclear fuel export license proceedings. The

Commission has consistently taken the position that it will not

evaluate the health, safety or environmental impacts of nuclear

exports within a recipient nation--the goal of the Petitioners.

Second, the Petition should be denied because it was not filed in

a timely manner. At least four licenses within the past three

years have been issued by the Commission for export of nuclear

components and fuel to the Czech Republic for use in, or applicable
to, the Temelin reactors. Petitioners did not seek to intervene in

any of these earlier export license proceedings. In light of this,

Petitioners have wholly f ailed to establish good cause for the late

filing of their Petition for Intervention in the current case.

Third, the Petition should be denied because the Petitioners have

failed to demonstrate that the requested intervention and hearing

would be in the public interest or that granting of the Petition

would assist the Commission in making the statutory determinations

required by the Atomic Energy Act. The license application meets

the applicable regulatory criteria for grant of the license set

forth in 10 C.F.R. S 110.44, and none of the issues sought to be

raised by Petitioner would impact on the standards which are

applicable to the granting of the license. Rather, granting of the

-2-
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!Petition for Intervention would be an action in derogation of the l
i

public interest because it would be widely viewed as an improper |

intrusion on the licensing decisions of the sovereign Czech
Republic nation.

I

I

I. Petitioners Seek to Raise Matters Which the Commission
Previously Has Determined Are Not Appropriate for Consider-
ation in Excort License Determinations.

Westinghouse's pending Application seeks issuance of an NRC

special nuclear material export license for shipment of a limited

quantity of nuclear fuel (first core and four reload regions) for
two reactors presently under construction in the Czech Republic.
Westinghouse submits the Petition for Intervention seeks to raise

matters which the Commission previously has determined are not
appropriate for consideration in nuclear fuel export license

proceedings and thus that Petition and its request for hearing
should be denied.'

' Each of the Petitioners also lacks standing to intervene in
the present case. In the Matter of Edlow International
Comoany (Agent for the Governaent of India on Acolication to
Exoort Special Nuclear Material), CLI-76-6, NRC 563 (1976).
In EdLaw, the NRC held that standing cannot be premised on
matters involving the health and safety aspects of the Tarapur
atomic power station "as they may affect persons who reside in
or travel to India" since foreign health and safety matters
are beyond the jurisdictional authority of the NRC. 3 NRC at575. Egg In the Matter of Westinchouse Electric Corooration
(Application for the Exoort of Pressurized Water Reactor to
hasociation Nuclear ASCO II. Barcelona, Scain), CLI-76-9, 3
NRC 739 (1976). Petitioners here seek to raise issues as to
health, safety and environmental concerns of the Temelin
reactors within the Czech Republic and in Central Europe.
Such allegations are insufficient to confer standing on
Petitioners.

-3-
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In this export license proceeding, Petitioners are seeking to t

intervene in an attempt to raise issues concerning alleged health,

safety and environmental impacts in the Czech Republic, or in close

proximity thereto, purportedly associated with the shipment of a
limited quantity of nuclear f uel for the two Temelin reactors. The

question of Commission consideration of health, safety and

environmental issues in a foreign juriadiction was raised in

connection with authorization of an export in 1980 of a nuclear

reactor and nuclear fuel to the Philippines. In the Matter of

Westinchouse Electric Corporation (Excorts to thg Philipoines),
lCLI-80-15, 11 NRC 631 and 11 NRC 672 (1980). As in the present
!
|case, the exporter in that case was Westinghouse and the lead I

litigant was Natural Resources Defense Council. The Commission in

the Westinahouse Philippines case ruled as follows in authorizing
export of the nuclear fuel:

the Commission has decided to adhere to the. . .
i

policy reflected in several of its earlier export. |

licensing decisions and will only. consider those health,
safety and environmental impacts arising from exports of
nuclear reactors that affect the territory of the United
States or the global commons. The Commission will not
consider these imoacts when actina unon exoorts of
components or soecial nuclear fuel. The health, safety
and environmental imoacts from individual fuel shiomenta
or comoonent shioments are cenerally de minimis and the
Commission has consistently taken the cosition that
individual fuel exoorts are not "maior federal actions.
See Edlow International, CLI-76-6, 5 NRC 563, 584
(1976)." (11 NRC 672; emphasis supplied.)

On appeal, the Commission's decision in the Westinahouse
Philipoines case was affirmed by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the

District of Columbia Circuit in Natural Resources Defense Council.
Inc. v. Nuclear Reaulatory Comm., 647 F.2d 1345, 1348 (D.C. Cir.

-4-
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1981). Judge Wilkey, in his opinion for the Court in that case,
stated the issue as follows:

This appeal raises the issue of whether and to what
extent ' effective control' of nuclear exports requires
the [NRC] to consider projected health and safety impacts
associated with an exported reactor in the recipient
foreign country.

After c?Gcribing the objectives of our nuclear energy laws in the
international area, Judge Wilkey then stated:

The Commission decided in the case before us to license
a nuclear export without evaluating health, safety and
environmental impacts within the recinient nation. We
must judge the conformity of that decision with the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (the Act), as amended by the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978 (NNPA). (647 A.2d
at 1347; emphasis in original; footnotes omitted.)

Judge Wilkey proceeded to address this issue as follows:

My review of the two acts leads me to conclude that the
Commission acted lawfully in declining to consider
foreign impacts. Its deference to the evaluation and
foreign policy judgment made by the executive appears to
me fully consistent with the objectives set by Congress.

Furthermore, I cannot find that the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) imposes an

;environmental impact statement (EIS) requirement on
nuclear export decisions with respect.to impacts falling
exclusively within foreign jurisdictions. Within the
language of the statute, solicitude for the Presidene's
prerogative in foreign relations _ dictates that NEPA's
putative extra-territorial reach be curbed in the case of !
nuclear exports. (647 F.2d at 1347-48; footnote omit- '

ted.)2 J

Thus, the Westinahouse Philiocines decision instructs as follows:
1

(1) The Commission has adopted a lawful. policy in not considering
health, safety and environmental impacts, within the recipient !
nation of nuclear exports; 1

'i
l

2 Judge Wilkey's opinion has been characterized as concluding
that "U.S. foreign policy interests in the area of nuclear
exportation were unique and delicate". Environmental Defense
Fund, Inc. v. Massey, 986 F.2d 528, 535 (D.C. Cir. 1993).

-5-
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(2) This policy is consistent with Congressional objectives
relating to nuclear exports;

(3) The Commission he.s determined that health, safety and environ--
mental impacts of nuclear fuel exports are generally daminimi.g; and

(4) Individual nuclear fuel exports are not " major federal
actions" requiring an environmental impact statement. under
NEPA.

The Westinchouse Philiocines case has been cited on a number
of occasions for the proposition that NEPA does not require
assessment of environmental impacts in a foreign country. See,

e.g., NEPA Coalition of Japan v. Asoin, 837 F.Supp. 466'(D.C. D.C.

1993); Greenoeace, USA v. Stone, 748 F.Supp. 749 (D. Hawaii 1990)- *

.

The decision in the Westinchouse Philiocines case and the later
cases, are in line with the presumption that legislation of

Congress is meant to apply only within the territorial jurisdiction
of the United States. Ecual Employment Oooortunity Commission v.

Arabian American Oil Comoany, 499 U.S. 244 (1991). See also

Environmental Defense Fund, Inc. v. Massey, 986 F.2d 528 (D.C. Cir.

1993) (presumption against extraterritorial application of U.S.

statutes; presumption does not apply where " alleged extraterritori-

al effects of the statute will be felt in Antarctica--a continent
without a sovereign and an area over which the United States has a

great measure of legislative control".)

In the pending Application, Westinghouse is seeking a-license

to : export a limited quantity of nuclear fuel to the Czech Republic.
Westinghouse is not seeking to export nuclear reactors to that '

country. The reactors in which the exported fuel will be utilized -

have been designed and supplied by Russia and are being licensed in

-6-
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accordance with the laws of the sovereign. Czech Republic nation.

Reactor fuel can be supplied to the Czech Republic from companies

located in many different nations. CEZ's purchase from Westing-

house of the fuel for the initial core and four reloads for each

Temelin reactor is clearly a sLq minimis matter with regard to the

health, safety.and environmental responsibilities of the Commis-

sion, responsibilities which are limited to the territory of.the

United States and the global commons.

Petitioners, aware that the . Commission's Westinchouse

Philippines decision would mandate the denial of their Petition for
,

Intervention, claim that the decision should not be applied to the

instant proceeding because Westinghouse's pending fuel- export
license Application allegedly involves " unprecedented circumstanc-

es."3 In response, Westinghouse submits (1) neither the Commission

nor the court created any " unprecedented circumstances" exception

in its 1980 Westinchouse Philionines decision confirming the policy

not to evaluate health, safety and environmental impacts of nuclear

exports within a foreign, sovereign nation, and (2) the pending
,

Application does not involve any " unprecedented circumstances"

despite the rhetoric and speculation employed in that regard in the

Petition for Intervention. The discussion which follows manifestly - '

establishes that the pending Application to export a limited

quantity of nuclear fuel to. the Czech Republic does not involve
1

" unprecedented circumstances."

3
Petition for' Intervention at p. 13.

:
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II. The Petitioners' Attempt to Intervene in this Fuel Export
License ADolication is Untimely.

Westinghouse filed its nuclear fuel export license Application
No. XSNM-02785 on December 1, 1993, and a copy of the Application
was placed in the NRC's Public Document Room on that date.
Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. S 110.82(c)(2), an intervention petition and
hearing request on an export license application will be considered

untimely if not filed within 15 days of the date the application is
noted as having been received ny the Public Document Room'. Thus,

in order to be timely, under 10 C.F.R. S 110.82(c)(2), the. Petition

for Intervention was required to be filed no later than Decem- !

ber 16, 1993. Instead, it was filed more than three months later,
on March 17, 1994.

Westinghouse submits that the Commission should be most

judicious in exercising its discretion in the matter of untimely
intervention petitions and hearing requests. In passing the ,

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978 ("NNPA"), Congress emphasized

that a factor vital to the success of the United States' non-
proliferation policy is our ability to assure other nations that

the United States is a reliable supplier of nuclear equipment and
material. One method of providing such assurance is to demonstrate

4

that applications for export licenses will be processed in a timely
fashion. The NNPA thus stresses the need for action on export
license applications in a timely manner. Egg Atomic **;ergy Act'of

1954, as amended, S 126. With regard to the present application,

the action requested by Petitioners is inconsistent with this

policy. As discussed below, the Commission within the past three

-8-
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years has issued four licenses to Westinghouse to export various

nuclear components and fuel for use in, or applicable to, thep
~

Temelin reactors. For the Commission to allow this untimely
Petition for Intervention, after such previous license issuances,

would establish an undesirable precedent whereby those seeking to

delay and oppose nuclear exports could withhold their opposition

until a very late stage with the knowledge that they would not
thereby adversely affect their opportunity to' intervene.

The Petitioners admit in their Petition for Intervention that
the Petition was filed late but erroneously contend that "their

untimely intervention and hearing request would not unduly broaden

or delay the proceeding, because evaluation of the health, safety
and environmental effects of the export of nuclear fuel to Temelin
are squarely within the Commission's mandate."' As discussed in

Section I of this Answer, the Westinchouse Philiocines case stands

for the proposition that in connection with proposed' nuclear fuel
,

exports the Commission will not and need not evaluate the health,

safety and environmental effects within the recipient country.
Thus, contrary to Petitioner's contention, granting intervention
here would unduly broaden and delay the proceeding, and would

adversely impact on the confidence in U.S. suppliers of nuclear

material.

Petitioners obviously are aware of the impact of their failure

to petition for intervention in the prior Temelin-related license-
applications. In an effort to deflect the impact of their

* See Petition for Intervention at pp. 5-6.

-9-
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failures, Petitioners claim that "the application at. issue in the

instant proceeding is the first in which Westinghouse has specifi-
cally stated that the export is intended for Temelin."3 This j

statement is not true. Petitioners state an awareness of.three
licenses granted by the Commission to Westinghouse for export of

nuclear equipment, components and fuel to the Czech Republic in
1993. However, Petitioners ignore the 1991 export license,

discussed below, which specifically authorized export of plant
monitoring and control systems for the Temelin reactors. Moreover,

even with respect to the three 1993 export licenses, Petitioners

ignore the fact, discussed below, that one of those license

applications stated the ultimate consignee to be CEZ at Temelin-

Elektrama. The other two license applications were for shipments i

to the Czech Republic for testing and evaluation of components of
VVERs, without specific mention of Temelin or the other Czech VVER

plants. Given the high profile of the proposed Westinghouse i

relationship with CEZ relating to Temelin--there were at least ten

Iarticles in Euglegnics Week between January 1993 and the time of-

Petitioners' filing in March 1994 relating to the Westinghouse-
Temelin relationship--Petitioners inference that they did not know
these other export license applications related to Temelin is

hardly tenable.

In this regard, a brief review of the prior Commission

licensing actions relating to export of nuclear components and
materials to the Czech Republic is appropriate. The pending_ export

5
See Petition for Intervention, p.9.

-10-
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License Application No. XSNM-02785 is at least the fifth export
,

!

license application that Westinghouse has filed pertaining to |

component or fuel exports to the Czech Republic for, or applicable
to, the two Temelin reactors. On November 8, 1990, Westinghouse

filed export license Application No. XCOM-1049 with the NRC seeking .

approval to export to CEZ in the Czech Republic (at that time the

Czech and Slovak Federal Republic) " Plant Monitoring and Control
|Systems for Temelin Units 1 and 2" (see Attachment 1 to this

Answer). On or about July 29, 1991, the Commissioners unanimously

approved Westinghouse's Application (see Attachment 2) and, on July
30, 1991, the NRC issued License No. XCOM-1049 for the plant

monitoring and control systems for Temelin Units 1 and 2. (see
Attachment 3).

Following the NRC's issuance of export License No. XCOM-1049,

Westinghouse in early 1993 filed two export license applications to "

ship components and fuel to the Skoda companies located in the6

Czech Republic. On March 4, 1993, Westinghouse filed with the NRC

an application for License No. XCOM-1078 to export fuel assembly
and other components to Skoda (see Attachment 4). The purpose of

this export was to permit testing and evaluation of fuel assembly
and other components for VVER application. The Temelin reactors
are VVER reactors and the proposed testing and evaluation will be
applicable to those reactors. On April 16, 1993, the NRC issued

License No. XCOM-1078 (see Attachment 5).

* The Skoda companies have contracts with Westinghouse in this
matter.

-11-
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on May 12, 1993, Westinghouse filed an application for License

No. XSNM-2749 to export to Skoda a small quantity of nuclear fuel

to be used in hydraulic and mechanical tests for the VVER fuel

assembly development program (see Attachment 6). On September-2,

1993, the NRC issued License No. XSNM-2749 for this export (see

Attachment 7).

On July 27, 1993, Westinghouse filed with the NRC an applica-
tion for License No. XCOM-1082 to export to CEZ a variety of

nuclear components (a copy of this application, without its attach-

ment, is Attachment 8 hereto). This application stated that the

ultimate consignee of the components to be exported was CEZ located

at "373 05 Temelin-Elektrama, Czech Republic." Moreover, the

application explained in Item 11 the ultimate end use of the export
as follows: I

The equipment / technology exported under this application
will be used in civilian nuclear power plants operating
in the Czech Republic and those under construction and

I

those to be constructed in the Czech Republic. |

Thus, it is manifest that the application for License No. XCOM-1082
lhad relevance to the Temelin reactors under construction. On

.. J
September 3, 1993, the NRC issued License No. XCOM-1082 ( Attachment '

9).

At no time during the Commission's consideration of the four i

above-referenced Westinghouse export license applications did any
:1

of the Petitioners seek leave to intervene or request that a |

.

hearing be conducted by the Commission. In connection with these

applications, the Commission and the Executive Branch have already

fulfilled their statutory duties in reviewing the applications for

-12- ,
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these export licenses. The Commission has previously determined

with regard to these licenses that the requirements of 10 C.F.R.

S 110.44, which set forth the standards for-issuance'of an export
license, have been satisfied. By reason of.the issuance of those

licenses, an ongoing, long term relationship has been established

between CEZ and Westinghouse with regard to the provision of
certain assistance by Westinghouse concerning the Temelin reactors. >

The pending nuclear fuel export license application of

Westinghouse is an obvious continuation of the ongoing program of
assistance by Westinghouse to CEZ. This program has the support of
the United States Government. Now, in connection with at least the

fifth export license application, Petitioners want the Commission

for the first time to allow a late intervention and schedule a
hearing pursuant to 10 C.F.R. S 110.84. Westinghouse submits that !

under these circumstances the Petitioners should bear a very heavy _

burden of establishing good cause for their late filing. For the

reasons discussed below, Westinghouse submits that Petitioners have
1wholly failed to establish good cause for their late filing. |

-1.

In an attempt to cure its late filing, Petitioners, in

iaddition to their incorrect claim that this is the first applica-
tion in which Westinghouse specifically stated the export is
intended for Temelin, also claim that issuance of prior licenses do -

not justify granting the current license due to " material changed
circumstances". In this regard, Petitioners claim that information-

concerning the safety of the Temelin reactors "has only recently
become publicly available", and that this constitutes such

-13-
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" material changed circumstances"7 Such a claim, of course, is.

irrelevant here since, as discussed above, this so called "new
information" relates to impacts of the reactor in the Czech

Republic and surrounding areas - the type of information Commission

has determined as being not appropriate to consider in export
i

license proceedings.

Moreover, Petitioners claim is refuted by the very documents
Petitioners cite in their Petition, namely:

(1) A 1990 report issued by the Temelin Design Review Mission of
the International Atomic Energy Agency ("IAEA");

(2) 1990 and 1992 reports of an IAEA Pre-OSART (Pre-Operational
Safety Review Team) Mission to Temelin; and

(3) An October 1992 report concerning the Temelin site by Halli-
burton NUS.

As early as 1990 the Czech government gave the IAEA its consent to

freely distribute all reports of the IAEA missions to Temelin. To.

the best knowledge of Westinghouse, and contrary to Petitioners'

allegation, the three IAEA reports referenced by Petitioners (items

1 and 2'above) thus were publicly available at least as early-.as:
1992. The October 1992 Halliburton NUS report consisted of an

audit relating to CEZ and Temelin. When the audit was completed,

a press release, authorized by CEZ, was mad,e in 1992 by Halliburton
.

NUS on the audit findings and. recommendations. (Certain parts of

the audit, relating to CEZ internal . organization, commercial

policy, personnel issues and proprietary technologies were not
publicly released.) The Halliburton NUS project ' director was

interviewed by the press, and CEZ and Halliburton NUS presented the -

7 Petition for Intervention, p. 6

-14-
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overall results of the audit of Temelin construction to a Eurofora
conference in 1992. Thus, .the documente or information relating to

the Temelin plants referenced by Petitioners have been publicly
available for an extended period of time. The most that Petition-

ers can allege is that their own knowledge regarding such publicly
available information was deficient. This is not the type of newly

,

discovered information which should provide a basis for allowing an |

!untimely intervention filing.

In addition to the documents noted above, Petitioners

reference a " Technical Memorandum Regarding The Temelin Nuclear

Power Plant Prepared By The Advisors on The Special Delegation Of

The Government Of Austria To The United States" dated February 1994

(hereinafter referred to as the " Austrian Report"). This document

was apparently prepared on behalf of the Government of Austria

(" Austria") as part of an unsuccessful lobbying effort by Austria

to convince the United States Congress to disapprove a January 27,

1994, decision by the Board of Directors of the Export-Import Bank

authorizing a loan guarantee for certain goods and services to be

used in connection with the completion of the two Temelin nuclear
reactors.

A reading of the Austrian Report establishes that it consti-

tutes an advocacy paper by a country opposed to the operation of
the Temelin reactors by the Czech Republic.8 The Austrian Report

' The rebuttal position of the Czech Republic is set forth in a
" Position Paper on the Temelin Nuclear Power Plant" issued on
March 3, 1994 by the Embassy of the Czech Republic to the
United States (see Attachment 10 hereto) . Further information
on the position and activities of the Czech Republic with

(continued...)
-15-
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. does not contain any "new evidence"' relevant to the ' instant export*

license proceeding which Petitioners allege "has only recently-

become publicly available." Rather, the Austrian Report comments,

from the Austrian opposition point- of siew, on--information-

concerning the Temelin reactors which has been publicly available-
for substantial periods of time. Further, the Austrian Report.does

not raise issues properly cognizable by the Commission in a nuclear

reactor export license proceeding, let alone, as here,' a nuclear :

fuel export-' license proceeding.

In its decision in Westinchouse Philionines ' the Commission
gave the following rationale for not becoming involved in evaluat-

ing health, safety and environmental impacts of nuclear reactor '

exports in a recipient country:

The primary basis for our position is' that no' matter
how thorough the NRC review, the Commission still would

,

not be in a position to determine that the' reactor.could
.be operated safely. We reach .this conclusion because the
NRC review would inherently have to be less _ complete than
its review of domestic reactor . applications. For
example, site visits by NRC technical experts,- including
verification of data.on site characteristics, which are
an essential element of the . domestic review process,
could not be conducted without the consent of the foreign-

government. Such reviews could be considered an unwar-
ranted intrusion into the sovereignty of the recipient
nation. * * *

Even more significantly, because the NRC has no f

continuing regulatory = jurisdiction over activities
associated with the reactor project once the _ export
license is issued and commodities are shipped, .the_.NRC;

,

cannot' inspect the plant as it is~being constructed to =

!

l.

'('... continued)
.

. ]
respect ~. to the Temelin reactor are contained in a letter dated
March 9, 1994 to K. Brody, Chairman 'and . President, Export-
Import ' Bank of the United States, from V. Dlouhy, Czech
Minister for-Industry and Trade-(see Attachment 11' hereto).

|'
Petition for Intervention, p. 7.

-16-
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ensure that the plant is being built according to
specifications. Moreover, the NRC has no control over
the selection and training of the individuals who will
manage and operate the reactor, and could not periodical-
ly inspect the plant once it is operating. In the ab-
sence of such controls, it is our view that the NRC would
be unable to make a meaningful safety determination. A
partial review could in f act have adverse results because
it could give the misleading impression that the NRC is
assuring the safety of the facility as eventually
constructed, and is assuming some responsibility for its
safety. This could lead recipient nations to place undue
reliance upon the NRC review and to reduce their own.
efforts and expenditures to develop an indigenous
capability to construct, operate, and maintain the plant
safely.

*****

Another f actor in our decision involves the foreign
policy implications of an NRC health, safety and environ-
mental review. Any NRC review could have severe foreign
policy repercussions because it could be construed as a
declaration that a recipient government is incapable of
determining what is in the best interests of individuals
residing in its country in the sphere of health, safety
and the environment. Under international law the

_

recipient country is responsible for the health and
,

'

safety of all individuals residing in its territory. (11
NRC 631, 648-49; footnotes omitted.)

None of the matters raised in the allegedly new information

set forth by the Petitioners provides a basis for reconsideration

of the Commission policy so cogently explained in the above-quoted
ipassage, j

For the reasons discussed above, Westinghouse submits that it-

is. clear that the Petition for Intervention contains no new-
information relevant to the issues to be decided by the Commission-
pursuant to 10 C.F.R. S 110.44 and that Petitioners have failed to
sustain their heavy burden of establishing " good cause" for their

f ailure to file a timely intervention petition. Thus, the Petition .|

for Intervention should be denied.

-17-
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III. Petitioners Have Failed to Demonstrate That the Requested
Intervention and Hearing Would Be in the Public Interest or
That-Petitioners Would Assist the Commission In Making the
Statutory Determinations Reauired by the Atomic Enerav Act.

In determining whether the Commiscion as a matter of discre-

tion should grant the intervention petition or a hearing, the
Commission must determine whether intervention or a hearing would

be in the public interest and would assist the commission in making

the statutory determinations required by the Atomic Energy Act.

Nothing in the Petition for Intervention here at issue suggests how
granting the Petition and permitting a hearing would lead to such

assistance to the Commission.

A. A Public Hearing is Not Needed to Determine Whether the
Export License Should be Issued Pursuant to 10 C.F.R.
S 110.44.

10 C.F.R. S 110'.44 provides in pertinent part as follows:

(a) The Commission will issue an export license if it
has been notified by the State Department that it is the
judgment of the Executive Branch that the proposed export
will not be inimical to the common defense and security;
and

(1) Finds, based upon a reasonable judgment of the
assurances provided and other information available to
the Federal government, that the applicable criteria in
S 110.42, or their equivalent, are met. .; or-. .

(2) Finds that there are no material changed
circumstances associated with an export license applica-
tion (except for byproduct material applications)-from
those existing at the time of issuance of a prior license
to export to the same country, if the prior license was
issued under the provisions of paragraph (a)(1) of this
section.

As discussed in the previous Section of this Answer, the-

Comniission has already issued four export licenses approving

shipment by Westinghouse of Temelin-related components and fuel to

the Czech Republic. In each case, the State Department notified

-18-
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the Commission that in the judgment of the Executive Branch the

proposed export would not be inimical to the common defense and

security. Pursuant to the provisions of S 110.44, the Commission's

issuance of these four export licenses also involved a determina-

tion either that the applicable criteria of 10 C.F.R. S 110.42 had

been satisfied or that no material change of circumstances

associated with the export license application existed from the

circumstances existing at the time of previous license issuance.

In connection with the pending application for a license for

nuclear fuel export, the State Department has notified the Commis-

sion that the proposed export by Westinghouse will not be inimical

to the common defense and security (see Attachment 12). Thus, the

first requirement for issuance of a license under S 110.44 has been
imet. The proposed export also meets requirements of both

5 110.44(a)(1) and (a)(2), although only one of these requirements

must be met for the license to issue. The requirement of 10 C.F.R. {
!

S 110.44(a)(1) is met if the proposed export meets the applicable '

criteria of 10 C.F.R. 5 110.42. Because all applicable criteria !

l

' S 110.42 does contain a criterion that the proposed export, in
the case of facility exports, not constitute an unreasonable
risk to the public health and safety in the United States.
The present application does not involve a facility export, ;

,

and thus, this criterion is not applicable. Even if it were
applicable, however, Petitioners' only L suggestion in their
Petition of any U.S. impacts is a reference to radioactive
fallout in the United States and of 140-160 excess cancer
deaths in the United States due to the accident at Chernobyl.
Even assuming such claims are accurate, the WERs under
construction at Temelin are of a completely different design
than the reactor involved at Chernobyl. The WERs include
safety and other features not included at Chernobyl, such as
a reactor containment structure. Thus, any reference. to
impacts in the U.S. from operation of the Temelin WER
reactors are farfetched and specious.

-19-
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of S 110.42 have been met, Westinghouse submits that the standard

for issuance of a license under S 110.44(a)(1) is satisfied without
regard to any of the issues sought to be raised by Petitioners.

In addition, Westinghouse submits that the license application

also meets the alternate standard of S 110.44(a)(2), since there

are no material changed circumstances associated with the pending

license application from those existing at the time the Commission

issued the four previously discussed export licenses. Petitioners

claim that the "new information"" referenced in their Petition for
Intervention constitutes the evidence of " material changed

circumstances" required by 10 C.F.R. S 110.44(a)(2). For all the-

reasons discussed in Section II of this Answer, Westinghouse

submits that Petitioners have wholly failed to aver any "new
information" in their Petition for Intervention, let alone "new

1

information" which could reasonably be understood as constituting |
;

" material changed circumstances . " Therefore, Westinghouse submits '|
)that the standard for issuance of a license under 10 C.F.R.
1

S 110.4 4 (a)(2 ), also are met. In either event no public hearing is j
lnecessary, appropriate, or in the public interest, and a public -]
:

hearing. will not assist the Commission in making the statutory
determinations required by the Atomic Energy Act.

B. Allowing the Untimely Petition for Intervention Would
Impair the Goals of the NNPA and Potentially Damage,This~ g
Nation's Foreion Pp_licy.

i

In achieving the goals of the NNPA, it is essential that the

United States be seen as a reliable supplier of nuclear components

"
Petition for Intervention, p. 9.

-20-
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and materials. This was made clear by the Executive and by the

Congress in discussion of the NNPA legislation. Senator John

Glenn, one of the leading proponents of'the NNPA, in a letter which

formed part of the Congressional history of the Act, stated as

follows:

[A] vital factor in the success of any non-proliferation
policy must be the need to assure other nations that we
are a reliable supplier of nuclear technology and fuel.
(Cong. Rec. S1318, February 7, 1978.)

The United States Government and the other nations which
comprise the group known as "the G-7" have established a program

for nuclear reactor safety assistance to central and eastern

Europe. The proposed nuclear fuel shipment by Westinghouse to CEZ

which is the subject of the current license application is in
furtherance of that program and fully complies with the guidelines
established by that program. Westinghouse submits that the public

interest is served by United States participation.in this program

and that a discretionary allowance of intervention or hearing by
the Commission in this proceeding under the present circumstances

would be widely viewed as an action in derogation of the objectives
of that program. Thus, Westinghouse submits that the intervention

and hearing sought by Petitioners would serve to hinder rather than

assist the United States in achieving its foreign ~ policy objec-
tives.

|

The Petition for Intervention is rife with suggestions that
Petitioners, if an intervention or hearing were allowed, would seek

to raise issues that are irrelevant to the Commission's export j

licensing criteria and would improperly intrude on the licensing

-21-
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decisions of the sovereign Czech Republic. Examples of such

irrelevant and diplomatically intrusive issues pertaining tc

health, safety and environment impacts within the Czech Republic
can be found at pages 7-8 of the Petition for Intervention. The

Commission's involvement in any of these purported issues would

constitute blatant intrusion into the internal aff airs of the Czech
Republic. These purported issues have nothing whatsoever to do

with the pending application for a license to export a limited

quantity of nuclear fuel to CEZ. In effect, the Petitioners are

asking the NRC to re-evaluate previous health, safety and environ-

mental assessments made by the appropriate governmental entities of

the Czech Republic. In its Westinchouse Philinoines decision, the

commission recognized the legal barriers to, and the practical

difficulties associated with, the conduct of health, safety and

environmental reviews for a foreign reactor site and the potential

damage to our foreign policy and national security interests which

could result from such reviews (see supra, pp.15-16) . The Commis-

sion should not depart from the policies and principles enunciated

in the Westinahouse Philioninga decision by granting the Peti-
tioners' intervention and hearing request."

i2 Petitioners' suggestion for Recusal of the Chairman should be
denied without comment. Generalized statements of a Commis-
sioner with respect to support of U.S. nuclear export poli-
c'es, even if forcefully presented, do not rise to the level
f the type of conduct where recusal would be appropriate.

Petitioners have submitted no evidence to indicate that'the
Chairman has prejudged this export ' license. Under Peti-
tioners' apparent theory, the fact that the Chairman and the-
other Commissioners have recently granted other licenses for
export of nuclear components and material to the Czech
Republic also would lead to recusal--an absurd result.

-22-
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WHEREFORE, Applicant, Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

respectfully requests the Commission to deny the Petition for

Intervention.

Respectfully submitted,

Barton Z. C6 dan
'

John R. Kenrick
Eckert Seamans Cherin & Mellott
42nd Floor, 600 Grant Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219
(412) 566-6000
(412) 566-6099 (fax)
James J. Tedjeske
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Law Department
P.O. Box 355
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230
(412) 374-4690

Counsel for Applicant,
Westinghouse Electric Corporation

Dated: April 19, 1994

,
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ATTACHMENT NO. 1

Westinghouse License Application No. XCOM-1049
(November 8, 1990)
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FCAM NMC.7 U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY CouwissioN AMRQvt0 gy CAO
,

' ***""'8'
'[oi'Pasio APPLICATION FOR LICENSE TO EXPORT NUCLE.AR .

'

MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT (3* Imaceom on A,wess/

i< 4"uCaat s avaauce 2.NaC m. doc a rT me.
i. AnuCAnts j o AT 4 oP *P*uC ATio~ WSH-259-90 u$a

-j uen wa ao.
ust - 11/8/90

3. AppLH: ANT *3 N AAmt AMO AOCA ES$ | Al4 4 SOP.LitR'S N AME ANO A00 AE$3 |RIS f
' # '"# ' *

N4us WIIIlam 5. HudeC6

Westinahouse Electric Cornaration
!3. :TassT Acoasse 105 Mall Blvd = *Aus .

Exoomart 335 Cast Westinchouse Drncess Control Division
c. CITv 4 TATE ZIP Coo 8 s. ST A S ST A c o m t S3

Monroeville DA 15146 200 Beta Drive
ifv STATE ZIP Coos

c. T & 6.4 P noN 4 mu u st A (Arne Caos - 4 meer - (s ammas 4.gittsburqh PA 15238
412-374-7375

S. 71 AST SMIPMENT 4. FIN AL SNIPMENT 7. APPuCANTS CON TR ACTU AL 8. PMQPC$tD LICEN38 9. U.S. QEPARTMENT QS ENE ACY i

EXPtR ATION DAf t CONTR ACT NO 4(rgues '

SCHEDuttD SCN E DUL ED DELIVt AY DAf t .

|

April, 1991 December 31,195 5

10. ULTIM ATE CON 53CNe t | R18 11. ULT 1uAf t ENo usg |
(IMh40 0' erst of facto.tv aer*mel

b NAME
i Shioment of deliverables will be to theCeske Eneraeticke Zavody Koncern

customer's nower niants at the Temelin sitenass?Acoasss
Junamannova 29 111 48 in the Czech and Slovak Federative Reoublic

(CSFP).cit v - :T AT - Cov=Ta v
Prague 1, CSFR ita. EsT. c Art or pinst ust

12. INTEMMf DI AT1 CONSIGNtt | Allt 13. INTERMEDIATE END USE |

=Aus

e ST R E E T A co m ass

e. C T Y - S T A T E - C O W ps f a y

ila. EST. D A f f OP PietT V5t

14. INT ERMEDI ATI CONSIGNtt | RIS 15. INTERMEDI Af t (NO U$4 |

e,uAue

m. ST A 8 6 7 A00 A 813

c. C TY - STAT 8 - CouMTmV
iSA EST. DAT1 Of FIRST USE

18. 17. Ot3CAIFT10N 18, 8AAX. ILEMEN T 18. MAX. 21L MAX 21.

NMC IInche c6waacur eta sement Anna ./ aucrear atearw; pve sonar nWue et FillCMT WT. % ISOTC#t WT. UNIT
USS * * **v+om ete w rea w s as

-.

. ' ~ Plant Monitoring and Control Systems for-

Temelin Units 1 and 2 *,

. .
p.

.

* .

t ; ,.
.

., .

S.*

22. CovNTay or omicin.- 1 22. CoR47af of onsciNrshu I 24. COUNTAlt$ WH6CH ATT ACM |
,

sounCsuAYtn AL .- rguyw9paca encoucso . sAr.tr.uAnos.pgest ,.. .,,, ,

' ;

as. AccifioNAtintonMafioN evun.,menter===vs The Westinnhouse nronosiTcovers unnrades to' safety
related eouioment, orimary and secondary control system, niant information system,

-

and control room.

as. Tu s.=ei rsiv om in. eu. w .e 4 ae..nf .an rnw io. C.d. .# r.e-.i n let.a .as in.s .a .av,=i a .a <==

$1%dg$.4 10 e M .it $t. bef WINO 40'8f IltFW48 DSS. m
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ATTACHMENT NO. 2

Comissioner's Approval of Issuance of License No. XCOM-1049
(July 29, 1992)

.
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sienstany July 29. 1991

i.
'

MEMORANDUM FOR: James R. Shea, Director
International Programs- !

Office of Governmental public Affaire j,

|
Samuel .7. Chilk, SecredW -f! rROM: .

SUBJECT: SECY-91-203 - PROPOSED Llj:ENSE TO EXPORT '

_ l-PLANT MON 1'!CRING AND CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR
- TEMELIN UNITS 1 AND 2 IN CZECHOSI4VAKIA .

(WESTINGHOUSE-XCoM1049)~ (
' .;

The Commission (with all Commissioners agreeing) has approved the
issuance of an export license for two plant monitoring and .

control systems to Czechoslovakia. Although there were no ,1 -'

3comments on the paper, Commissioner Rogers felt that the
Commission should formally vote on this matter because this is i
the first NRC-licensed export to Cseehoslovakia. j . j

l
'

cot The Chairman
Commissioner Rogers .

Commissioner Curtiss { |

lCommissioner Remick
1EDO \-)

OGC
GPA

y

e |

'
. ,-

i
'.}

'

i -

1

,1

SECY NOTE THIS-SRM, SECY-91-203, AND THE VOTE SHEET OF
'

COMMIS810NER CURTISS WILL BE MADE PUBLICLY
AVAI!ABLE 10 WORKING- DAYS PROM THE DATE OF THIS i

-

SRM
,

4h&f &*

h1P 9.7 p g,,

t\o

a 4. e.
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RESPONSE SHEEI a., (/ .

'

>s.. ..............,,;,

TO: SAMust J. CHILK, SECRETARY OF THE. ComISSION

,
FROM: C0ft1ISSIONER CURTISS

SUBJECT: SECY-91-203 - PROPOSED LICENSE TO EXPORT
-

PLANT MONITORING AND CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR'

TEMELIN UNITS 1 AND 2 IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA
(WESTINGH00SE-XC0H1049)

APPROVED f DISAPPROYED ABSTAIN

NOT PARTICIPATING REQUEST DISCUSSION

C0094ENTS:

$T
Q SIGNATURE

RELEASE VOTE /W 1h
DATE

WITHHOLD VOTE / /
-

ENTERED ON "AS" YEs / NO

,j,4 " ,;,,i y . DER,

I \o
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ATTACHMENT NO. 3

License No. ICOM-1049
(July 30, 1991)
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EXPORT LICENSE, ph_ - _.#,_mwm..,.u.m.2u.m.z .m.e. , ..,-L_.z .,.<,<.._...._.__,_f_
NRC FORM 250 NRC LICENSE NO.

4 le-en
THISUCENSEEXPIRES _ M Doeomher ?nno'

f Ittiffd hlHlPB D[ A!!1P1' ira XCOM1049
it

i Nuclear Regulatory Commission

: Pursuant to the Atomic Ener0y Act of 1954, as amended, and the Energy to the licensee authorizing the export of the materials and/or production
Reorganization Act of 1974 and the regulations of the Nuclear Regulatory or utilitation facilities listed below, subject to the terms and conditions
Commisason issued purmant thereto, and in reliance on statements and herein.

| rtpresentatons heretofore made by the licensee, a license is hereby issued

k LICE NS E E ULTIMATE CONSIGNEE IN FOREIGN COUNTRY

k
|NAuf Westinghouse Electric Corporation Ceske Energeticke Zavody KoncernNAME

! Northern Pike and Haymaker Road
400REs3 WEC West, Bay 248 ADO R ESS dungmannova 29 111 48

: Monroeville, PA 15146 Prague 1
| Czech and Slovak Federal Republic
! Attn: William S. Hudec (CSFR)
!

(For use in Temelin Units 1 and 2)

| INTERMEDIATE CONSIONEE IN FOREIGN COUNTRY OTHER PARTIES TO EXPORT
I

!
I NAuE NONE

e :
Westinghouse Process Control Division |
200 Beta Drive i* " ' * *
Pittsburgh, PA 15238 I

I

(Supplier) j
r ;l
'

I! APPuCANT 3 REP, NO. WSH-259-90 country OF ULTluATE DESTINATION Czech and Slovak i
QUANTITY OESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS OR PACluTIES Federal Republic

fTwo(2) //////////////////////////////END//////////////////////////////////////////////g|Plant Monitoring and Control Systems
';//////////////

! 9
i F-

|i
| P

i
i i
'

i
i
i
i
i
.I
i
>
I
|

THIS LICENSE IS INV Allo UNLESS SiONED SE LOW gNeither this license nor any right under this license shall be sassened of SY AUTHORIZED NRC REPRESENTATIVE g
Gtherwlee transferred in violetton of the provis6cns of the Atomic Energy

g
Act of 1954, as amended and the Energy Reor9entration Act of 1974.

g
Ronald D. au er, Assistant Director

This nc.n= is suetect to ine regni of receoture or controi by section ios of for Exports Securitya and Safety Cooperation,
a )

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended and to all of the other provi. International Programs 's
sens of ..d Aess. now or nereafter in off.et and to .il v.iid ruies and 3
reguttions of the N.# clear Regulatory Commessen. bDATE OP iSSU ANCE

E_
'

----------------,.,---------,_mvvvvv:v ----- m mm-------- ...--a
wwv - - -
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INFORMATION FOR CUSTOMS OfftCERS, POSTMASTER $ AND LICENSEESe

Upon rece e ag the wohdoted f.ceese. % licensee invit sign in the sgmce only a portial sh,pment ,s to be enode. 'he license thcIl be endorsed W %
prev ded The (wiroms Off cers or Pos'mosters must to6e up *e hcense Cws' ems OHws or Postmacers ..th a complete deuristion of +, arr<%
when presented unless o condition of 'h's bconse perm.'s the igensee to re. empor4 d The br.ense should be returned IMME0!ATELY 'o +ne United Sto'ei
tsin possession of the l'cen**. If the embre quant *y bcensed is to be Nwclear Eegwlatory Comen.ss,on, Washington, O C. 20$$$ upon esport of
shipped, 'Fe l' cease shovid be morbed Complewd and returned to % entire quant.ty bceesed All hcenses rhet are revoked or have espired must
United States NwCeor Regulo'ory Comemon. Wo*ngmn. D.C. 20555. If be fe'wrned by the hotoer .mmed.otely

O / C740 O LC |

t' P , 0 % ..a s r Y|WQ
&. ViNsbum), , PA /C23 o'

SIGNATURE Of UCEN5dE ~

ADOR155

.

CUSTOM 5 OFFICER 5 of POSTMASTER 5 Witt ENDORSE IN THE PouCWING $ PACE INFORMATION
CONCERNtNG EACH SHtPMENT MADE UNDER THIS tlCENSE

OUANTITY Of5CRIPTON

.

E

NAME OF EXPORTNG CARRJEt Daft OF EXPORTATION

PORTOf EXIT OR P. O. OF MAluNG
.

4

SIGNATURE OF CUSTOM 5 OFFICER OR POSTMASTER
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ATTACHMENT NO. 4

Westinghouse License Application No. XCOM-1078
(March 4, 1993)
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scans wac.:
.

u.a. wuctsAm assu6aroav conesasion
,,,v , , ,, c J .

'

is era ne APPLICATION FOR LICENSE TO EXPORT NUCLEAR simansimmeas
MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT /$seIanrurseuen Anww/

i. aneucants ja. mara c' ***ucatio= a mucaar1 aaraaeans a. =ac womasse me. m. assa rv =e, '

uss- W cch 4. 1004 WSH.93-070 uss --w"o m ) & W r ; o 7 a.t.g, ;

a. Aseucant s maasm amo anossas iam a supeusa s maans Ano soonas (ais"#""*'"*"""#"""""#a.=a.c West 1nghouse Electric Corporation
,. n, w i l l i m q _ u, %c eru_74A

e. svasar aconsas a masse
Northern Pike & Haymaker Road Westinghouse Commercial Nuclear Fuel Divis

.. cir , stars aia coes m. senser asemess
Monroeville PA 15146 5801 Bluff Road .

..rsu-o..w. aw.c ,-w -o = car, erare sin caos
(412) 374-3262 Columbia SC 29205~

S. pinsT sMametMT s. PIMak DetPts8mf 7. aPPucamT's CSerRACTua4 s. pWGPGs0 WCsM8s s. WA.osPanfles=T of saaaC ;
seasoutse sensoutso osuvaavoars summarion oars cowramer no. nr <a j

-

4/1/93 6/95
.

12/31/96 |
te utrissars consomse Ia?

it. v6Tmaars.smo uns t
-

~
tamanoem ar maae new, , , , , ,

Skoda Koncern - Plzen i For test and evaluation of fuel assembly )
m stasar asema's

31600 P1 zen.16
components, control rods, and control rod I

'

. serv - evars . cowara, components for VVER application. |,

Czech Reppblic tie. ase oats op marr ues
'

is. inrsansasiaru conseomas I en - is. u,rsanssotars sno was i ;
e. =ames

{

e. Stats? AS48W

e. esTV - 87 aft -> cownf ay

th amt. rats as pense tan

is, satsanssosaracommeases | As 18. aseTRAtentare sfee um |-

4 884486 .

n. staaet aesse.s

e, caft - stafs - esu.stav

1h. MF.esTE W WWW7 W.

is, ty _ .- Io etas.S.steelf ts. anas, m anas a1.'

ans m m aw.wasvaar==w=sur===en swaaram.ar ' '

,F m.s motors m. ununs ..- -,
' Fuel assembly components including, but not"'

.

limited to, fuel tubes, instrumentation tubes,**
.

~~ } , springs, nozzles, grids, heater rods, spiders, -

,

etc.
**- ..

.

Control rods and ' control rod components ---

, ;) including, but not limited to, rodlets, hubs,
,

'U spiders, etc.
.-.

,

., .

.- f. ;t'; Total value: $1,000,000.
ps. eeustrav op esueue, I m, gemy as. osunenam weaam avvaan I

eneous F " " y sagsgipses.maysw m e,
, -Temees anavsanas, -- =-- =.== m

Not Applicable ! icable r --- - -
..

- - - - --
us. Asemassaa.moonanation am, s .

Due to the near-term shipment requirements, it would be appreciated if the NRC would
expedite the issuance of this license. These components will not be sold to the
Ultimate Consionee but provided to Skoda for test and evaluation on CNFD behalf.'

_
. _ _ .

-. . _

syre JZ W '""se. ucense 4dmin4strator '-s - .

_ _ _ - _ _ __ _ . ___ _ .
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ATTACHMENT NO. 5

License No. XCOM-1078
a

(April 16, 1993)
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_=_--------__--____,_ ,,____,_
usC rocas 230

)N AC LICE N$t No.< 9 -471
;

' THISIJCENSE EXJ' IRES 31 W *" W 1096
ym g 0 |gg3-

bilPD MRlPH Df AutPrifR XCOM1078
.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

' Po,s.m to e Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amenom3, and the Energy to tne hcense authorizing the esport of the materiais anaior oroa ction
Reorganitetson Act of 1974 and tM regulatons of the Nuclear Regulatory or utilization f ac:hties hsted below, a ciect to the terms and cond t.oas
comm.on =eo purmant enersio. aad m reience oa statements and neren .

representatens heretofore made ey the licensee, a license is hereDv issued

LICE NS E E VLTIM ATE CONSIGNEE IN FORaitGN COUNTRY
")

t@
p NAus Westinghouse Electric Corporation NAME 3koda KQOC@rn, PlZ@n

,

j
"I

i4 Northern Pike and Haymaker Road Aoonass 31600 Plzen 16 L
Aconess

k WEC West Bay 248 Czech Republic
Monroeville PA 15146 '

Attn: W. S. Hudec (To be used for test and evaluation for |
. possible use in VVER reactors by Skoda i
! Koncern, Plzen)

) mTenuso AT: coweiouse iN PomeioN eouNrav oTNam e Aariss To axeonT
i
1

' NAus NONE

Westinghouse Comercial Nuclear Fuel Division
5801 Bluff Road^ " " ' "
Columbia, SC 29205

(Supplier)

ArruCANrs a:P. No. WSH-93-070 CouNTnY or utviuAT ossTmATioN Czech Republic

| QUANTITY oESCRIPTioN OP MTRAIALS OR P ACluT198
! Fuel assembly and control rod components only, including fuel tubes,
! instrumentation tubes, nozzles, control rod hubs, and control rod spiders. !

| '

| This license does not authorize the export of a complete control rod system. |
i

i
! Total value of equipment to be exported is $1,000,000.i i

| :////////////////////////////////////////////////////END////////////////////////////////////////
4e -

is
| =

| "! ? .
|

\t I
i

il
!I
i l
I
g Twas uCeNes is iNv Auo uNossa s4GNEo SE LOW |

Neither than license not any right under this licones shall be emudywd or SY AUTHOR 125o NRC REPMSSENTATIV8 l
4therwise treneferred in violetal>n of the provestone of the Atomic Energy
Act of 1964, se amended and dw Energy Reorgentastion Act of 1974,

.

-'g
II Ronald D. Hauber, Assistant Director
]q Thie neen is sue,.ct ro tne r.,nt of r.c eture or controi ey section tos of for Exports, Security, and Safety Cooperation
;g ene Atom.c Energy Act of 1964, as amended and to set of tne other prov6-
i; e.ns of ..d Act.. no. or hereener ,n eneet .nd io .n *= rume .nd Office of International Programs
j' regutetsons of tne Nucket Regulatory Commamen* APR 16 B93

oATE Or IS$v ANCE
18'

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . . w,mr,t

EXPORT LICENSE - ~
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INFORMATION FOR CUSTOMS OFFICERS. POSTMASTERS AND LICENSEE 5

ypo,,ece e eg N voi' doted 14ense. % bconsee must sign in the space - only a port'ol shipment es to be mode. 'he bcease shoH be enoorsed by %*

prov*ded. The Custoras @'ce's O' I's'*M'e's * wet tote up *he liceaw CWs' ems OHws or Postmasters ..eh a como'e'e dexription of ehe er,.cos
eben presented untess o condtt'on of 'h's bconse permets the 1.censee to re. espor*ed The bcense should be returned LMMEDIATELY 'o +e Unaed Sto*es

tren possess.on of m f. cense if 'he enhre quantely bcensed is 'o be Nwcieor fegvictory Comm,gs,on, woghington. O C. 20555 vpon esport of
4 pped, the liceese should be mothed Compleo.d and returned to % eatere Quont'ty bcensed All bconses that are revoted or have e,pered must
yn,ted States NWoor R*9who9'Y CO**'ssion, Washsegton, D.C. 20555. If be retvined by the kolder mmed ovely

D F(4TT I SPP 8'

Mer+A,rn% $ Mrymwkekn E
m ,M t % n a die /PA ism ,

~

SCNATUaf OP UCENSEE ADORES $

CUSTOMS OFFICERS OR POSTMASTERS Wftl INDCESE IN THE POLLOWING $ PACE INPORMATION
CONCEANfNG EACH SHIPMENT MADE UNDER THf5 LICENSE

QUANTITY DESCRaPTION

.

.

o

NAmt OP EXPoltTNG CAARitt Daft OP carviiATION

Potr OF EXIT Os P. O. OF MAluNG

SIGNATURE OF CUSTOM 5 OPPICER OR POSTMA$ Tit -
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ATTACHMENT NO. 6

Westinghouse License Application No. XSNM-2749
(May 12, 1993)

:,
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e

PonM NRC.7 U.S. NUCLEAR CSCULATCQY CosadiggioN g,,, Govt 2 av CAO

' ' ' '* ** " *28 3 '
','"2# s no APPLICATION FOR LICENSE TO EXPORT NUCLEAR

'

o
MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT (see farewoons on APwrw/

2. NaC j a ucanass no., m. ooCa st s.o.
i, muCAnr: je. oATe or A**uc ATioae o. Ar*ucaaT 3 ausmancs

uss -May 12. 1993 WSH-93-t19 use wm- Omug ) ) o o spa ; oc

2. ArPucAnts Nama ANO Acoatsa {au A sureutR s NAus ANo Acosta (Ris
#~ # ~ ~ '***"'

=AwaWestinghouse Electric Corporation
c/o William S. Hudec - EC-W 2'.8

* aAM8 -e. sTassT A ooaans
Northern Pike 5 Havmaker Road Westinghouse Co=ercial Nuclear Fuel Divisir

e. cnTV STATE ZIP coog e. STREST AooR853

Monroeville PA 15146 5801 Bluff Road
e. T a ss e-on e % =es a a= ce. - - - n ar==ne e. c T v STATS ziecaos

(412) 374-3262 Columbia cc 'o70s

S. AIAST 1mPMENT L PtNAL SMiPMENT 'F. AP'UCANT'3 CONTRACTUAL 8. PMO*CSED LICENSE 8. u.1. DEPART %sENT of ENamGy

EX71 RAT 1oM OATE CoNTR ACT NO. nr r==as
SCHEDULED SCHEDULIO OSLivtRYDATE .

9/1/93 12/31/94 12/31/96

to, uLTiMATs coNsiches | Ris 11. utt MAft ENO uss i
trame enear er tu,s,ev am.w

e. nesua Hydraulic and mechanical tests for VVERSkoda JS Ltd. Nuclear Machinery i

fuel assembly development program.Tass? Anoasas

31606 Plzen. Orlik - 266
e. CITY - ST ATS - CoWNT A T

C:ech Republie 11a. trT. cat 3 op piast uss

12. INTE RME DI ATE CON 3JGNE S | RtS 13. INTERMEDIATE ENO USS |

e.~Aua

a. STMSET Aoostas

s. clTV - STATS -CoWNTay

11a. EST. o A78 of StRST USE

14. INTE RME DI ATE CONSJONE8 | 238 15. INTERMEDIATE ENO USS |
|

*

a.NAmt

e. STREET AooRESS ,

|

e. CITY - STATE - CouMTay

1Sa EST. DATS OF FIRST USS |

18. 17. 04KRFTtoes 18. anAX. ELEMENT IS. MAX. 28. MAX 21. |

I "_N 8 .'''""''''"'P'**# yrgiewt WT. S t9CToet WT. UNIT |,
'

:.
.- Two (2) test fuel assemblies containing 1265 0.8 10.2 Kgs. |

U U235 0235slightly enriched UO2 pellets.
,

, \

'.

. '. One dummy fuel assembly containing lead ---- ---- ------ ---- i

pellets (no uranium) ;
*

.

t 1
*

Total Dollar Value = $1,000,000*
*

..

7
.

. .s.

23. COUNTRY OP ORIG 4M.= I
'

33r CQW|(7M.Of CA1GtMrsNM | ' 24. COUNTRIES WM6CN ATTACM |

90URCS MAftRtAL ~~ ' :-' -- . .gpg|WgNSELCA P9000Cav } $4WLIAWMO'1W rnoow: sw
_

Not Available ?' -~

Not Available .. -

2. ADOfTIONAL IMPORMAT10N 11Ap sauwwer smeer af assame,vt
At this time, we do not know if the origin of the source material will be Canada or
Australia. Accordingly, we hereby request authorization to export up to 1265 Kgs. U |

of Canadian origin material and 1265 Kgs U of Australian origin material under this licer | I

ans met se es4 mea en ime j
28. The asemasse aansfies taas me esquenseteem is preparat in seedernwey wenn Thas 18. Case ed Paseres #=v t a - j

ascensr**= m -.-w en sie meno et hamtwr knoweenen, .

'

y a. TITLS
#* AUTHORt1ED Of PICIAL e. ss ,

- _M /J e . -W 3r. License Administrator
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ATTACHMENT NO. 7
,

License No. XSNM-2749
(September 2, 1993)

u. tv,3 sus. , ,. . _ . .
g,, ,



.

L ru - - , -- mm, - ~ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _c. A r v n . u L t. N S E
h se a u s aso

..._____ __
_ ,,,_,__, x

- ""iNac LiceNss so, i

TI{lsLICENSEEXHRES M W ""? * '' '006,,

' i

Enitsb States of America I

xSsMeang L|;g Nuclesr Regulatory Commission 1 -
j

Purbant to tre A tomic Pergy Act of 1954, as amended, and the E nergy
Reorganif ation Act of 1974 and the regulatons of the Nucitar Regulatory to ine heensee authorizing the esport of the materials ard/or productionI

or utilitaten f acihties listed belowComm>ssion 'ssued purmant thereto, and in rehence on statements and , subject to the terms and conditensnormn,
reOresentatens heretofore made by the licensee. 4 itCense is hersOy isted 9 i

5jg LiceNssa

vLriuAre cousiasea is somaics cov~rav |_ i<4 ,g ~Aun Westinghouse Electric Corporation
84us Skoda JS Ltd.

|/4

S aooasss EC-W 248 Nuclear Machinery
p

aoonass 31606 Plzen. Orlik-266{ Northern Pike & Haymaker Road Czech Republic
p

d Monroeville, PA 15146 B
-

i

EAtto: William Hudec

(Hydraulic and mechanical tests for WER |
g| isramuso Are consionsalm Ponsios cousiny

g
fuel assembly development program.)

B

g |
oTwen panrise ro expont

,
ed;NAME NONE

h| !
Westinghouse Cocinercial Nuclear ||g

Fuel Division
Aoon sas 5801 Bluff Road p

| Columbia, SC 29205 3,

: ;

(Supplier)
'

4,

i APPL' CANT s asp. No. WHS-93-119 g

I countav or uLviuAre ossriNAriow Czech ReoublicouANTITY p
i otScalmoN oF uAT8mIALS om PACILITIES

Ni10.2 Kilograms Uranium-235If Contained in 1,265.0 kilograms uranium, enriched'i
g

k to 0.8 w/o maximum, in the form of two (2) test
i

$8! fuel assemblies. The shipment will also include t

f
one (1) dummy fuel assembly containing lead >
pellets (no uranium).

|e4*

Conditions 6 and 8 on page two of this license apply to this export. I
!/////////////// //////////////////////////////////////////END//////////////////////////////////I

g

$g tGe w & %a m #an- er; bn w b h % - e p !
'

u v. > vn. w i.un av aunm, omhu& Arv 9 -

1A.
i
! i
| I
| I
i I
! Nenhor this Heense not any regnt unoer tNo license shed be asigned of I

rwis Licanes is suvALio uNLESS SIGNEo SELOW
SY AUTHoRIZEo NaC nEPnESENTATiVE

g

ctherwise transferred in violet 6on of the proves 6cas of the Atomac Energy g

Act Cf 1964, as amended and the Energy Reorgentration Act of 1974 I g
- g

| Ts. ne. nee .. .um,eci to tne r ht of recaoturo or centroi ey section ios of Ronald D. Hauber, Assistant Director
I

; tM Atomic Energy Act of 1964, as amended ord to WI of the othw provi- for Exports, Security, and Safety Cooperation B
: on. of .d Acts, now or hereset, ,a effect and to en vond ruise and Office of International Programs 8
i reguttoons of the Nuclear Regulatory Commuoion 3

__________________'_____________________________-------I
-

oATE or ISSUANCE N

.WW $&WC%ML -
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INFORMATION FOR CUSTOMS OFFICER $, POSTMASTER $ AND LICENSEES.

ggo, ,,ce.,.ng the vobdoted I cense 'he 1.censee rnugt s,gn .n the spece only a por* cl shipmens ,s to be moce, ebe liceese BVi be eedorseg by %
pro,.ged fke Cwstoms OH cers or Postmosiers mwp toes wp % bcenw Cwstoms OH,cers o, #ostmasters i.eeh a comple'e dew'ct'oa of *e er.cws

nen pres,eered weless a condihon of 'his license permers the 1.cesse, eo re- espor'ed The licease shovid be returned IMMEDIATELY 'o *e Va.'ed Ste es
i

to.n possess.on of *e4 teense if the entire avonney I.ceesed is 'o be Nwcteor legvlotory Commss on, washiegton. O C 20555 wpon esport of |
sn pnee, me i.cenw shovid be morted C ompl* $ed ond returned % +, ent.re gwoet4y I. ceased All liceews rhet are revoted or have espered %st '

un.,ed sioves Nweeor te9W'o'off Cof"r''ession. Washing *pn, O C. 20$51 if be retwened by the holoer ,mened,o,ely

C3 [A1 #443T E/=ck/t C,7,r. ./4
^4db*rn % $ Meynakarbe

_

/b 61979tVJ$4 f A, |W| %
SCNATURE Of UCENSet ADORE 55

CU$ toms OPP 6Ctts 04 POSTMASTERS wru ENDORSE IN THE PouoWING 5 PACE INPORMADON
CONCERNING EACH SNtPMENT MADE ONDER TM5 UCENSE

QUAN7tfY Df5CluPDON

|

I
4

!

!

i

I
1

1
<

1

|

.

,

l

l

|

I
Namt OF EXPORTNG CAARJEt Daft OF EXPOETATION i

l

!
l

|
POff Of Extf OS 8 O. Of MAluNG 1

'|
:
1

|

|

58GNATURE OF CUSTOM 5 OPPtCER OR POSTMA5fft I

l
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,.cen. ec, :ri'

' '198 ; s' ; 839 ,1

^ U.S. NLCLEAR REGULATORY coMMISSloN *

EXPORT LICENSE

Conditions License Number _ vpugg

Condition 1 - Licensee shall file with the Customs Officer or the Postmaster two copies,in addi-
tion to those otherwise reovired, of the Shipper s Export Dectoration covering
each export and mark one of sucn copies for tronsmittel to the _U.S. Nuclear Regy.
loeory Commission. Wash:ngton. D.C 20SS5. The following dectoration should oc.
company or be placed on the Shipper s Export Declarations for such e ports..

This shipment is being made pursuant to specific license number. (specific
license number) feled at(location of Customs office where license is filed),.
on (date license was filed). Th s license expires on (expiration date of
license), and the unshipped balance remainerig on this license is sufficieni to
cover the shipment described on this dectorofion.

Condition 2 - Exports authorsted in any country or destination except Country Groups Q. S. W
X, Y, and Z 'n Port 370. Supplement No. I of the Comprehens ve Export Schedule
of the U.S Department of Commerce.

Condition 3 - This license covers only the nuclear content of the materiot.

Condition 4 - The morenal to be exported under this hcense shall be shipped.in accordance with.
the physical protection reovirements for special nuclear motenolan 10 CFR 73.-

Condition 5 - Speeral nuclear motenol authorized for export under th's 'l cense shall not ' be -
transported outside the United States in possenger carrying aircraft in shipmenfs
exceeding (1) 20 grams or 20 curies, whichever is less, of plutonium or uroneum
233, or (2) 350 grams of uranium 235.

Condition 6- This hcen:e authonzes export only and does not authorize the rece pt, phys. col
possession, or use of the nuclear material.

Condition 7 - The hcensee shall complete and submit on NRC Form 741 for each shipment of
source material exported under this license.

Condition 8 - The licensee shall advise the NRC in the event there is any change in the designo-.

tion of the company who will package the nuclear matenol to be exported under
this license, or any change in the location of the pockaging operation, of least

,

'

three weeks pnor to the scheduled date of export.

|
1

|

I

-

H

I
!

i

.-

a

1

. - .- _ -- - - , _ _ . - - -. . -
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ATTACHMENT NO. 8

Westinghouse License Application No. XCOM-1082
(July 27, 1993)

.a- 2, w. .u ;yg . . .ga ,4 ggg, . . , ,; ;,.



mm.... - --. .. . . . . . . . . _ _ _ _ _ ._

t..

'

popw gaC.? .V4 88vCLsAs msgubaT04Y ConshstaloN ar**ovt0 sv sao
- ',' 7,'. , i s APPLICATION FOR LICENSE TO EXPORT NUCLEAR '''''**"*8'

s
- MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT I3eeinervesens en Acesed

't. aM6scAMT"s onta o e ***Weatsoas S. a*Neam f*s aG#smeme a. setc . J e,waag psew. m gegagyng
va J m 27 m vsu-n-tee va -

2. areiuC AMPS 44Ase ame A008sas i a44 4 sWPNsA's 44Ms ANo apossa less
=

~ (Censee 4 emannast 4 met aesper et *#urwd

**'',#8 AeStinshouse Ele 0cr1C Corpcrac10n
*:u f e . ':?ry 9 8. ;{*1L3 5, . .

,

e STeast 4Q0843 a maass .,

we.- p oe s m-e-ow
> .. cit, state ai,caos ' stasst aeoassa

iyo -reeville . DA 191 3
.. T s i.s,-oa s w=ee n +4,w i; =s - *== ear - s,==ew cite stars z.,caos

,

(412) 371.-3262 :

s. 7 inst smewa=f s.esaa6supus=7 f. anucaat s contmactuaa. s. en.e, se ucanes s. va.Oseaarwent os smsasy

sensoutso sensoutso osuvaavoats smmeatt088 Data cowTeact me or two,

12/30/200501/01/94 (Est. ) Not Applicable December 31.2005 -

g, 3

tot uttimate cosemanas i ens 11. utttesars suo was i
narame a== ar rem er a un

,

Ceske Energeticke Zavody Koncern (CEI a.s.) The equipment / technology exported under this
S. stasaraooases application vill be used in civilian nuclear

'

Jadema Elektrama Tamalfn power plants operating in the Czech Republic
'a city - stats - cowatav and. those under construction. and those to be

373 05 Temelin-naker=w cu ch nannh1'r "s. sv. sats ee riert ues ran r rur e.a < n ch- m --h

is. ietsamsoests comssenes em is, isersnesseints sne uns Republici
Several Czech Republic entities may be used=ame .

Various Czech Republic Entities to import, manufacture. assemble. and test.
stesst moeases components and systems covered by this-

license, or perform intermediate storage /
city - state -cewatav shipment of such components / systems,

m anr. navn as siest ime

14. i=Tsaussian commemas I se te, wetsausenats eno use I

a aams Numerous services relative to the' supply
tiestinghouse Energy Systems Europe S.A. of components and systems. 1

n. etmest assesse
1Boulevard Papensen 20

civv - state - sewatov
B-1070 Brussels. Belmium (continu.A1 sea, est. es ts op seasv ues 1994 ,

!
t e. 17. susunarium is. anas.skasmet is, anaa. saw maa at.

|E 8,,,",,,,*1**""* *,*,,8**** *a" '' **=' '"**18" ama' ** *' ; w o eser we.s isotors we. v=it*
,,

t |-. Equipment controlled by 10 CTR Part 110 '

Appendix A (5) through A (9) or, if*
- *

'. regulations change A (5) through A (10), |
.

.

including the'following systems and parts |*

,.
l

.

therefores
I|

-

1 A. Plant Control Systems
!'.* 5. Reactor Control Systems

C. Reactor Protection Systems |-
-.

j D. Limitation Systems (continued),

.I as, coumenem_wassa afvaca 1 >

as. causstav op omiense, I ast.cousynv es eessasersses

Not Applicable ! pp ca le- jWSWWW **:: cct - |
siniunes naarsasA-- * *

.

-

__. -
--

- - - _ - . - .

E. 400etiessaL impeestaT10st (Lee aswee snuse af M

.

st. De asessess augstie insi me asshuseen e yteores se sensersusy sum fluso te. caos of Puesrus Saunisaase, aus snes an asseraussuem a tae
enesteseos e emme se em set of heWtur og

e. TITLS j

f Sr. License Adminiserseer |a.* a&ff10e#tSs3 000 4844. a p0 -,_ __ _--
, ~ _ - -
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|

|

Form ERC-7
(7-78)
10 CFR 110
(Continued)

APPLICATION PCR LICENSE TO 3170RT NUCLRAR ,

MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT
'

!

Item 14. Intermediate Consionee (continued)

Westinghouse European Service Center -

Rue de l'Industrie
1400 Nivelles, Belgium

i

Item 17. Descristies (contiated)

E. Post Accident Monitoring-Systems
F. Incor's Neutron Flux Systems
G. Excore Neutron Flux Systems
H. Incore Thermocouple Systems
I. Main and Emergency Control Rooms
J. Fixed Wire Annuciators
K. Diverse Shutdown Systems
L. Field Mounted Instrumentation Systems
M. Service / Test / Installation Tools and Service / Test / Installation

Equipment
N. Turbine Control Systana
0. Unit Information Systems
P. Non-Unit Computer Information Systems
Q. Chemistry on-Line Monitoring System
R. Digital Feedwater Control System
S .' Technology / Software Used With Equipment covered by this

License

f *

7|W93
'
-
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ATTACHMENT NO. 9

License No. XCOM-1082
(September 3, 1993)

,

*

f

.
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:. A r v .~ : M ENSE- ...---.n . . . . . . , . . . . _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ __- 3 _ y
__

[',",*g/**** *"Nxc uCsNss No

'N nHS UCENSE EXHRES
'

11 %M" " 05,

IniffD M 51Pfl Df ARIPrif5 XCCM1082

I Nuclear Regulatory Commission

8,r% Amt 'O "'e A to%C (aergy Act of 19$4 48 amended, and tme (Mergy
to tPe hCeesee sythoriting the escort of (Pe meter:413 anmor orgpe,organiganon Act af ?g 74 art! the reggiatsoes of teg Nyctear Aegy.etory
or w t.iigaten #ccihttes htted DeioW, bOsect to tne termt artG Conditiont; Comen es,on shed oura, sat tneetto, and in rehance on statement 8 and m rsine

e reotectat, ors a teto ore a aae ov tae heeense, e beenes ,e hereov assued;
k L CENSEE

v LTIM A f g CONslGNe t sN siomg|GN CQuNTRY
M

Ceske Energeticke Zavody Koncern (CEZ a.s.)
q
.: NAue , Westinghouse Electric Corporation

Jadema Elektrama TemlinNAus
9 373 05 Temelin-Elektrama
G AoCaess EC-W 248 aooasssCzech Republic
h Northern Pike & Haymaker Road
[ Monroeville, PA 15146 (Equipment / technology exported under this
; license will be used in civilian nuclear power
[ Attn: William Hudec plants currently operating, or under
[ construction, or to be constructed in the
L Czech Republic)

{ iNTamusoiATs CousioNes iN PonsioN CouNTaYemmannAeweneemaires, Intermediate consignee in
b 1. Westinghouse Energy Systems Europe S.A. foreign country:
H NAus Boulevard Papepsem 20
J 8-1070 Brussels, Belgium 3. Various Czech Republic Entitiesy
L 2, Westinghouse European Service Center (For import, manufacture, assemble, and
- AconSSS Rue de l'Industrie
| || 1400 Nivelles, Belgium this license, or perform intermediate

test components and systems covered oy

1 (To provide numerous services relative to storage / shipment of such components /
L| the supply of components and systems) systems)
L, ',

| ' Ar#LICANT*S A EP. NO. ,,g y _ g _ y g COUNTRY OP ULTIMATE OSSTINATION ri g g g ,3j4g
QUANT!TY DESCRIPTION OF MAftRIALS CA PACILITISS

,1-

3:
Eauipment controlled by 10 CFR 110 Appendix A (5) through (9) including theNuclearsystems,componentsandparts|

d[
following systems and parts therefore:

i
for plant control, reactor control, reactor protection, limitation, accident j

-! monitoring, incore and excore neutron flux control and monitoring, incore i
Li thennocouples, main and emergency control rooms, annunciators, shutdown,

,

'
ht field mounted instrumentation, service / test / installation tools and equipment,
!! turbine control, unit information, non-unit computer infonnation, chemistry |1 monitoring, feedwater control, associated technology and sof tware. |[/////////////// ///////////////////////////////EN0////////////////////////////////////////////

'

i

,!
'l
:|
:1

THIS LiCENSS IS INV ALLO UNLSSS SlONSD SELOW
{ NestNer this floanes not any rigitt urtser thes Heense smell les samened of SV AUTHORl280 NAC REPRESENTATIVS

*

q cinerwee trenverred in venetion of me provisene of me Aeomae aner,, g
j Act of 1964, as amenced and me Enary, Aeorgemaation Act of 1974-

Ronald D. Hauber, Assistant Director
q' This neen,e me,ect to tne c ,nt of rec ,ture or controi av secten los of for Exports, Security, and Safety Cooperatici

- tne Atom.c an.rev Act of iss4, se emereses e,ws to sei of tne otner orov . Office of International Programs
I soons of send Acts, now or nereefter in effect and to nel vosW ruise and
' reguletsont of me Nucteer Reputetery Commaissen' OATEOP198UANC$

t___________________________________-_-------- ---- ---

,myvy y aymy na__
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i_l.j..., j ,_ si*_ =i). . = = ,, ,,, i t , , . , . ,,, . g.- .
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, ,,

INFORMATION FOR CUSTOMS OFFICERS, POSTdASTERS [NO dCENSEES ~1 "
.M| ,

,; ; * n!a-. n, ,*=, e e l . - -. . =. .h ,*
..

*

Upon ,,ce.v.ng % votidored license..'he 1, cense, snust sign m the space
, , . -

_ peg,,ded. The Custoras Of0cers or Postmosters must tobe up the 1.c.enu ordy a portief shipment is to be mode, the ficense shott be eedorsed by 4 '

Customs Officers or Postmasters .ith a complete dext.ption of ike er,.cieswhen preweted unless a condibon of 'h's l' cense permits the 1.censee to re. e, ported. The I; cense should be returned IMMEDIATELY to 'he United States
teen postassion of the facens* II N e"h'e quantity 1. censed is to be Nwclear tegulatory Comenon, Washington. O C. 20555 vpon esport of .shipped, the l'cenw should be morbed ' Compleo d' ond retwrned to 4

entire quonhty faceased. Alf 1. censes that are revoued or have espered =st
e

United Stoies Nwcteor Regukrtory Comemon. Washington. O.C. 20$$5. if be returned by 4 holder imened.otely.
. ,. .

6.hs/4 I" M* *''*5 ' ''

A4rM,,,E Tsh $ M= sme k, .tgy tr)anre dons ,PR 1s*/ %,

5tcNATuat OP uCumE
, ,

AooaE55

CUSTOM 5 OPPH ERS OR POSTMASTERS WitL EN00tSE IN THE POL 10 WING $ PACE INPORMATION
CONCERNING EACH SHIPMENT MADE UNDER THIS LICENSE

QUANTITY OfSCRIPTION

,

NAME OF EXPORTM CAstita Daft OF EXPORTATION

I

PORT' OF EXIT Os p. O. OF MAlUNG
.

|

i

SIGNATURE OF CUSTOMS OPPICER OR POSTMASTER

.
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INTRODUCTION

'

ne Czech Republic as a pan offormed Czechoslovakia decided to rejoin Western.
industrial democracles more than four years agc

after the " Velvet Revolution" in November - I1%9.
In the course of these four years the Ctech people exened a tremendous efon ofunprecedented nature -- to radically and irre

ibiy change both the political and the economic
simcture of the society. Bis change war acconkplished against the background ofpoliticalI- }stability 'and social peace.

The dissolution offormer Czechostomkia (sometimes called the
" Velvet Divorce") serves asfurther evidence that ourpeople can undertake even such a painful'
and dtficult task in an orderly, lawful and non-violent way.

By the end of 1993 most steps
connected with the radicaltransformation ofoursociety and economy were accomp!!shed. The\

,

Cziech Rhpublic today is a parliamentarian pluraLatic democracy and a country with all basic.; ~i
'isy.ttemic' elements of a market economy. Since

'we share the same values ~as our Western
pahners) the Czech Republic has expressed its interest injoining the N.A.T.O., the European|
Udlon and the 0.E.C.D.

' ,

I
t

ne path towards achieving the level of development common to the O.E.C.D. countries
is not an easy one. One of the many problems with overcoming the heritage of the Communist
system and centrally planned economy is the fate;of huge investment projects. The problemsI

we are fhcing att manifold and they involve isses of economic, social, environmental and
st$, tegic|importance. -

-

.

The construction of Temelin Nucicar Powy Plant ("Temelin NPP') is perhaps the best.

known and most complex project of_ this. kind Temelin is located in South. Bohemia,
approximately 60 miles south of the Czech capital Prague. The construction permit for Temelin -
NPP was issued in 1986; the work on the site started in 1987

'

Due to the political and economic transfodnation in the Czech Republic after the 1989
revolutio's, the Temelin project has been very thormghly reexamined. . A decision was taken to. b.

uce t$ number of the previously planned four tnits Russian type VVER-1000 MW units andred
to

:onstreet only two units and to =harmanany uppade and improve the design and operadonal
safbty of Temelin NPP. As a rumsk of the F -- jetions of many audits, review missions I

and invebtigations - carried out during 1991 ami 1992 by the International Atomic EnergyI

Adency (IAEA), Vienna, and Halliburton NUS, & mburg, Maryland, and many others -
. a decision was made to implammat many suharaati=1 tCj+1 improvementa to make .|

,

the plant IM not only in accordance with Czech standards and regulations but also .:

la general asserdance with Western standards and regulations expected to be in effect in
the mid J990s. I

: I

As regards the most relevant technological changes, tenders were opened for both
.

Tetnelin NPP nuclear fbel supply and the instrumentation and control (IAC) system. As a result
of these tenders, the Westinghouse Electric Corpoestion, Putsburgh, Pennsylvania, was invited.b .:

1. !
.

.
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to submit contract proposals. Following extensive negotiations, Westinghouse, in May 1993,j

signed a contract with dEZ, the largest Czech power company.
"-

,

As'a result of privatization, dEZ has been transformed into a joint stock company, where !
- the Czech State at present retams the ownership df 67% of the shares'. "

'
t.

~

CEZ is responsible for at least 80% of thetlectricity production in the Czech Republic.
Currently, electricity is generated mostly by lignite burning power plants (75% of CEZ . l,

The rest of DEZ electelectricity pmduction).
,

Some of the coal burning power $ity is supplied by the first Czech NPP at
f.

'

Dukovany. plants are obsolete and incapable of-being
economically retrofitted, and the whole process iof lignite strip mining and combustion ~has j- iproduced serious envimamental problems -- air and water pollution and soil degradation. The i i
so called' * Black Triangle" between the region of Northern Bohemia in the Czech Republic and- 1
neighboring areas in Poland and in the former G.D.R. are among the most polluted places not "g

only in Europe but in the world. - The high levels of pollution pose a serious problem for both
the envimament and human health. -

,o

[.

It is also necessary to stress the crucial importance of the Temelin project from the.
peptive of the energy policy of the Czech Republic. Due to the composition'of the Czech )g. ;

natural resources, coal - especially the lignite - s and uranium are the only domestic energy- I

soerces fit for electricity production. The Czech Republic still da===4 heavily on foreign ' f .. ;
natural gas and oil supplies, currently obtained alniost exclusively from the Russian Federation. p1
Lakge energy M-:=Me on foreign sources represents a certain degree of external vulnerability - ,

for the Czech Republic. Independence in electricity supply is thus a maner of national' strategic I j
importance. ;,

;

e ,

ne completion of Tesnelin NPP is with6ut doubt the only viable energy option - _pq
both economically and enviro ====*any - for anesting the Czech electricity demand at the '

'turn of this century and beyond.
;

.I
! f

At present ahnost 90% of civil work and #% of technological and engineering work |
st Temelin NPP construction site have been comppleted. The Westingbouse supplies of the

j|1
j

I&C system and the nuclear fuel are neccessry 1.s caemplete the facility and to connect both L{
units to the grid within the period of 1996 to 1998. ~|

!

The financing of the Westinghouse supplies through commercial bank loans -- guaranteed
'

by the EXBtBANK - has been determined to be the best financial option for the completion of. I.
Temelin NPP. His issue was raised at the mee$ng between Psesident Havel and President I
Cljnton in April of 1993. 'ne Czech"Gcw.2 provided its own' guarantees, for Temelin -
financing and it welcomed the additional support provided by the EXIMBANK. CEZ took the : y.

'teritative, approval of EXIMBANK on January 27,1994 as further evidence of this support. |,

Between January 28 and March 4, 1994, the U.S. Congress has been reviewing the i-

EXDdBANK action.

.
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The Czech Republic is convinced that the completion of Temelin NPP in cooperation
with Westinghouse'Is a desirable and . viable bilateral project, bringing state-of.the-art

.'

Arnerican technology to Central Europe.
beher technology leads to a better and safe Pr(ect.Both parties benefit from this cooperation --

.
.

He process of the U.S. Congressional review has been closely watched by some media
and also by the opponents of nuclear power in general and of Temelin NPP in 'particular.

.

y

During this review the Govemment of the Republic of Austria dispatched a special delegation
,

to Washington to protest against the approval of'the loan guarantees by EXIMBANK. LThej:
fCzech Republic has conducted bilateral dialogu with the Republic of Austria on this issue

onla continuous basis at all levels, including H of State and Heads of Governroent, and
.j

Inthnds to do so' also in the future. Our capitInis - Vienna and Prague - are the most
sukable places for such a bilateral dialogue. I

!

This document conflims theposition ofthe Czech Republic towards nuclearpower as an .
,

integral and essentialpan ofour electricity produNion and concemrates on those issues that in y
-

our view deserve attention at this point of time.

1.
PUBLIC AND GOVERNMENTAL ACCEPTANCE OF NUCLEARI
ENERGY IN THE' CZECH REPI.BLIC

'

The Government of the Czech Republic approved by its Rasolution No.109 of March
1993 the activity of CEZ to complete two units qf Temeun NPP.' The decision was'taken as
a follow-up of the " Energy Policy of the Czech Republic", adopted in February 1992 by the .

.,
"

previous Czech Government of Prime Minister Pithan, where the completion of Temelin NPP ,' ''

was confirmed. The Masch 1993 decision was a result of a two month-long discussion of Czech
Misisters','during which all &q aspects of the Project west evaluated,' including public
acceptance, operational safety, environmental aspects of electricity generation in the Czech
Republic and ~-aaamiM efficiency'of the Project. :By its Resoludon No. 606 of October 1993,
the Czech Government gave its guarantees for the EXDMK-guarunraad commercial bank

loans for the Westingbouse supplies of the IAC sp and nuclear fuel for Temelin NPP.

The Casch' Goveenment strictly M the relevant _ legal procedures. De
Government approval of March 1993 supresents only an approval of the decision of dEZ as a ',

private company to' complete the nuclear power ' lant.' ne. Government approval is not a;p >

subistitute'for the issuance of any required permit (fbr which the Government is not authorized).
ni necessary pennits have been issued by the appropriate local authorities in accordance with
the' law.- Whue the Czech Government was discussing the issue of completion of Temoun,
a wide and open public dehste was going on 4 - this subject. : This debate'was

'

conducted both in;the media (press, TV roundtables) sad among the citizens and their
poutical organizations and other intettsted gromps. He issue of completing Tasselin NPP .
has also been' discussed in detsu in the pressoce of key Cabinet Manabers~at 's special

i
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sesninar in the Czech Parliament - a meeting open to Deputies from all political parties aswell as to the public. '

.f .j

Notwithstanding the openly expressed opposition from anti-nuclear' groups and someL

environmentalists,' the public support for Temelin NPP completion is very high. As a result of:1
1

an opinion poll, conducted in March 1993 (i.e at the time of the Govermnent decision) by
an ladependent agency (AISA), over 80% of the Czech population nationwide supported the
completion of the Project. Even in the region of South Bohemia (1 million inhabitants), where -
Temelin is located, 65 % of the population supported the completion of Temelin. The original -

;)

resistance came -- not surprisingly - mostly from the local communities. Their approach to the
.

Prbject is at present more moderate -- DEZ established a mecharusm for regular contacts with -j
the local communities, especia!!y with the ." People's Commission" (27 memben) and with the
" Association of Cities and Towns of the Temelin Region" (SMOR). There are at prescot 84 ,L!

!

towns represented in SMOR. The meetings of mayors and other spresentatives with dEZ I
continue, and written answers by CEZ to their questions are being evaluated by the SMOR-' l
selected experts. At these meetings a variety of issues concerning nuclear safety, environmental-i

p )im' act, and regional development have been discussed. The latest meeting took place'on '

February 4,1994. I
. .

1

We believe that the above mentioned procedures respect the spirit of the requiremems
stipulated by the new Czech environmental impact assessment Law No. 244/1992. Dereare;,~ 1
however, sedour reasons why it is unacceptable to' recognize retroactive validity ofa law in the '

1
Czech legal system.

'

2.- SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF TEMELIN NPP
i

The safety of Temelin NPP will be compabable to the current Western nuclear plants,
.

ne Czech Government and CEZcommissionedseveralindependent reviews andaudits andusing
their results, created an extensive upgrading program tofunher enhance the design and safe

,

operation of the Plant. '

CEZ initiated senval mqfor design changes, Implemendng state-of-the art U. S. '

technology, and expanded the scope ofthe safety analysis so that it is comparable to the scope '

of 5qfety analysis required by U.S. law. CEZ also reorganizedproject managementfollowing 5_
the recommendan'ons contained in the reviews. ; '

;. -

'qw original safety design criteria for Temehn were defined in Soviet document OPB 82, .,

" General Safety Regulations of Nuclear Power | Plants During Design, Construction and
,

Operation". The current Temelin design goes well beyond satisfying the OPB 82 Soviet design ~
_ ,1

criteria. The plant's design takes into consideration not only plant design and operational'
requirements,' but also postulated severe external events and man-made threats.

. t

'

;\-
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Temella NPP has implemented or isjimplementing, a significant number or-
.

|

modifications from the original Soviet design that will bring it into conformity with general
Western design criteria. For nample, Temelin NPP is committed to institute the safety-
enhancement modifications ' developed by the U.S. NRC after the Three Mile Island i

accident.
Likewise, a new instrumentation and control system, nuclear fuel, radiation i

!monitoring system, equipment diagnostic system, and symptom-oriented emergency
procedures are being provided that wul most applicable Western safety rwquirements.~

i
i i

Upgrading and transfer of advanced technology during construction and operation
i

is an ongoing process. That occurs on nuclear projects around the world. Russian reactors,
-1

particularly the Lovissa NPP, operated successfully for decades, and were upgraded in FinlandI

(West European I&C), Slovakia (West European .I&C), and Hungary (the bid invitation
specifications are being prepared for many improvements). CEZ follows current world practices;

to upgrade existing nuclear power plants using suppliers selected on commercial basis and-
meeting specified techmcal and nuclear safety requirements. Therefore, it is not unusual that

!

upgrading is accomplished by an' organization different from the original supplier. This practice
can in no way be considered as an artificial graftlag of one technology to another. i

. Also,it
should be mentioned that Russian pressure watee reactors (VVER) are based on technology-
which was first commercially introduced by )Vestinghouse and represents the largest
portion of energy generated by nuclear facilities. ,

I

To further enhance safety cuhure in the Temelin project, dEZ voluntarily selected
1

Halliburton NUS, a reputable kdyaadent company, to perform an audit of Temelin NPP 'in-- )
'

i

1991. While 'the principal focus of the audit was on nuclear safety and licensability, it also.''

included other technical and management aspects of
the' audit ' resulted in findags and recommendath,the Temelin project. Wherever appropriate,[' 1

as intended-to improve Plant design and
codstruction and operation. Based on the findingi and recommendanons, the audit drafted a
conective Action Plan. With the audit team's assistance, the utility elaborated a detailed Action p ;
Plan for the implementation of audit results. De Plant general designer and the original Russian
designer have participated in the Action Plan impioenentation. Many tasks in the Action Plan [
have been accomplished and the r=akkg ones ase la process in accordance with the current -

j

Plant schedule. De E-f _" Fr of the Action Plan lavalidates negative findings about .!

the Temelin projert.made by previous reviews and audits (1990 IAEA Mission and all. | !

Halliburton NUS andits). All references to these nadings - which are now two years old -
arei thus sne longer vaud. 2

!

Differences between Soviet VVER 1000 reactors and Westem nandards were repeatedly
reviewed for the last time by an extra budgetary TABA program in 1993. The findings and b.
-=amd=Hama made by the IAEA program in 19R3 are consistent with those of the' '

Hauiburton NUS sudit.' Regarding Temelin NPP, the deficiencies idemifled earlier by IAEA
missions and audit, were addressed by the Action Plan and the appropriate measures were taken.
On th3 contractual bases the CEZ is continuously receiving the technical'information from
Russia Atomenergopreekt. A group of Ruetian engineers works at the Temelin site, supervising

,

i

!- I

t .\
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equipment installation, implementing design changes, and providing engineering suppon andJ

design assistance. In addition, an agreement is being prepand at the governmental level on the)
i

nuclear cooperation with the Russian Federation which will create a framework for further close :
!^ cooperation on improvements to the VVER-1000 plants. Russia is extremely interested in having!

access to the upgrades because of the need to improve their own nuclear power plants.
'

ne licensing procedure in the Czech Republic is defmed by the law. It is in many
aspects similar to the procedure used in the U.Sj In addition, the supplies by Westinghouse

.-

have to comply with the U.S. NRC requirunents and standards (contractual commitment).-[.

The licensibility of Temelin NPP is sahanced by the modifications implemented 'and ~r

supported by Westinghouse safety analyses consistent with US NRC Reg. Guide 1.70. TheI
.wheine Czech legislation conesias most of the requirements common to nuclear legislation -;!of Western countries.

l
.

Major components have been manufactured in the Czech Republic and in Western
countries in compliance with quality assurance principles and candards. Compliance with the

j
!

licensing requirements will be assessed by the appropriate regulatory body, with the cooperation')of Western companies in the area of nuclear safety. The staff of the Czech nuclear regulatoryp ;body are being extensively trained by the U.S. NRC.
,

Starting in April 1993, systematic ermiastion of Temelin NPP for severe accident
- !

vulnerabilities - Probabilistic Safety Assessment Study (PSA) - by a U.S. company has been an . ]
j

integral part of the Project and will be completed befom the fuel loading into the first unit.
,

:

The evaluation of environmental impact is required by the Czech-soning.and
. building law No. 50/1976. A'prolhalanry envir' mnental evaluation must be presented as |ia
pest of the site lle==== application. A full environmental report must be presented as~ part
of the construction pennit application. An environmental mana===*=t within the scope of
the prelhainary safety report is required.

CEZ elaborated the Tesnelin environ ===*=I impact evaination study'using U.S. l
-

Regulatory Guide 4.2 as a model. Topical reports preposed within the scope of the
'

environmental study are listad in the Appendix. :Each area was subject to the approval with I

appropriate licensing body and local government. Results and conclusions of the environmental
study were lacladed in the siting safety report submitted to the nuclear safety regulatory body |b ,
(SIUB, formerly CSKAE) and aa'a part of the design documentation submitted to'the' local:
construction licensing authority.

The requir====*s of the new Czech Environ ===*al Impact Assessment Law-

No. 244/1992 are not retroactively applicable to Temelia NPP since its construction started
_

in 1937. The appliention of the mentioned I4w could pradie=Hy destroy the legal
.

'I

|
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environment in _the Czech Republic by introducing principle of retroactivity with an
unpredictable impact on economic reforms and thus setting a dangerous procedent.

As a problem of serious importance, the ultimate disposal of the radioctive waste is being
solved within the Czech nuclear program. De solution does not. differ from that en: ployed by
the U.S., Sweden, Spain and other countries with highly developed nuclear energy programs.
Spent nuclear fuel is safely stored for the period of 50 years in an interim spent fuel storage

_'
faellity and then ultimately disposed of into a deep underground repository The period of

e

50 years is sufficient for the selection of the best site for the repository, with the best available -
technology and engineering barriers. '

The interim spent fuel storage facility will be needed approximately in the year 2005,
when the Temelin spent fuel has to be transferred from the Temelin storage pool into the central
interim storage facility (MRS). De site selection procedure was started last year and the
constmetion of this facility for the Temelin fuel will be started in the year 2000. As is the
standard practice in the West, a portion of the operating costs of the plant will go into a special- - g
fund to cover the costs of the radioactive waste management.

;_

3. ECONOMIC VIABILITY OF THE TEMELIN PROJECT

Wide discussion' has taken place in the Czech Republic about the economic efficiency of
the overall Czech electricity supply. Due.to the newly imposed strict limits for off-gases

.

releases into the atmosphere (as stipulated in;the law No.309/1991),'the oldest; lignite
burning plants with the total output over 2000 MW win have to be shut dows. by the end
of 1998. De rest of the power plants (over 7000 MW) wGl - by the same year - have to .

,

install flue-ga>desulphurizationht;y or have to be retrofitted by fluidized bed
combustion technology. A wide program of electricity savings is already being implemented. 1
A successful implementation of energy-saving measures will result in a decrease of the demand
for electricity at the end of the 1990s, but not to a level which would make building a new -
power plant uawa=7. His conclusion has been confirmed by the analysis of a variety of
plausible scenarios. De most probable scenario predicts that the electricity consumption in the -
year 2000 will be the equal to that ev.h in'1990. ,

Evidence that the completion of Tommun'NPP represents the' best economic option
was *nhs*==*imead by a study conducted by the independent - Belgian company,

~

TRACTEBEL, and funded froan the PHARE program of the EU. It is important to:
eenphasize two of the many findings of this study:

|

,

.

'

ne completion of Temelin NPP has been evaluated as a cost-efficient option as=

compared to all other alternatives, 'meluding gas-combined cycle, etc; ;

.
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The electricity savings program based on the Demand Side Management method
.

*

can save almost 1200 MW by the year 2010 -- a realistic estimate for the *high '

scenario" of electricity demand. - or save 720 MW according to the''most
probable" scenario. By the end of the 1990s, the potential electricity savings are.

"

not expected to exceed 400 MW.

The " gas conversion" option, widely promoted by the opoonents of Temelin NPP,#

has a number of flaws:

; energy dependence of the plant on natural gas supplies from_' the Russian
.*,

" ' Federation, thus resulting in an increased level of the overall dependence of the jCzech economy on that single source,
u

-

technological impossibility of utitiving most of the currently installed and
=

completed equipment and structures of the Plant; and,

enormous operational expenses and unpredictable investment costs. In the case
e

of Austrian Zwentendorf NPP (constructed but never connected to the grid), the
{owner, G.K.T. I.2d., unmalmously decided in November.1993 to' cancel the
!

pmviously envisaged conversion of this nuclear facility to a gas-fired power plant. :

The clahn that the Czech Government had to " abandon".its guarantees for a World
,

;
Bank energy sector loan because it had to concentrate all its guarantees on Tamalin NPP -
is unsubstantiated. The Czech Government has enough reserves in the state budget to
accomunodate both the Government guarantees for Tamalin and guarantees for other loans
'If guarantess for such projects 'are considered ladispensable. A thorough review involving *

the Government and the potential borrowers'is presently being conducted to determine the
necessity for Govemment guarantees for some possible loans, including the so called " Energy j
II". The Government guarantees for a cumulative. debt service on the guaranteed loans for a '

|
given year should 'not exceed an equivalent of 85 of the expected budget receipts for that year. i
This law is being strictly observed. The Government guarantees for Temelin vary between 5 %
and 8% of the overall volume of the state budget $ocated for Government guarantees.

CONCLUSION

ne Czech position on the completion of Temelin NPP is based on an in-depth technical, .
economic, and endrunmemal analysis and reflecer the rzsults oflengthy discursions both at the - -1

Government andpubHc level,r. De Gech Republic provided all the necessary infonnation to
the EXlhfBANK and hopes that both our news and documents will be taken into considernrion
in the)fnaldecision on the EllntBANKguarnnreesfor the Westinghouse exports.^ De American
invohenent in the compistion of TemeHn NPP might represent a "flagshfp" of U.S.-Cach,

economic cooperation in general andin the nuclearpowerJteldin particular. By bringing the7
i

.
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necessary state-of the art technology to our country, this cooperation constitutes afurtiter step .
towants improving the C: ch Republic's technological capacity, creating an up-to-date power
facility and conditionsfor a gradual improvement of our badly damaged environment. Die
present level ofpolitical and economic transformation of the Czech society and the professional
capability and maturity ofour technicians give ut the confdence that Temelin NPP can and will
be successfully completed and safely operated.

Po.aio. P.,.c o. a. Tem.lia tfPP Pan.10
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APPENDIX

LIST OF THE TOPICAL REPORTS '
ON THE TEMELIN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Regional and historical monument survey of Temelin NPP Territory.
.

. . 'SURPMO/1981 :
Urbanistic and regional assessment of. villages Brezi, Temelinec.

Survey of historical monuments in the JETE vicinity.

Archeological survey of Temelin NPP site.

A8 DSAV/1981-1986
Natural historical survey of Temelin NPP sits.

VIDEOPRESS/1982,1983
Analysis of Temelin NPP Impact on the environment, the population radiation exposure
implications.

EGP/1980 1-
L Climatic consequences of Temelin NPP cooling towers.

HMU Bratislava/1981 1983.4

Influence of Temelin NPP on the environment, social and sociological implications.

DRUPOS/1981
Temelin NPP - survey of the contaminants spread in ground water.

VUV/1983
Influence of Temelin NPP on the environment.

UR VJT Kosice/1983
Temelin NPP - impact of the activity on the fofestall vegetation. ,

VUIRM/1982
Temelin NPP - impact of an increased humidity on the forestall vegetation.

VULHM/1984
Temelin NPP - the radwastes spnad with sudace and grouad water.

'

_ _

MFF UK/1983
- Temelin NPP - the acoustic study.'

EGP/1984 ;
Prognosis of the Vltava WI regime dcvdy- =t due to Temelin reland warming. :

PrF UK/1986 : '

Temelin NPP infheence ce the Vltava river water quality.'
VUV/1982

Evaluation of the interaction between stacks and cooling towers plumes in nuclear facilities.
KRB/1986

.

i*
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APPENDIX

Temelin NPP - impact of low activity effluent.

EGP/1991
Research of Temelin NPP influence on the atmosphere and waters.

VUV/1992
Research of the main processes and factors influencing the quality of water, bottom sediment
and aquatics, focused on the change of water quality in the Orlik lake due to Temelin NPP liquid
effluent.

VUV/1992
Research of the Vltava river cascade's thermal regime.

VUV/1992
Connxtions between Temelin NPP site and South Bohemia basins in view of ground water uses.

VUV/1992
Implications of Temelin NPP operation for the forestall ecosystems and their ecological effect.

VLHM Strnady/1992
Impact of the spent fuel interim storage facility on the environment.

UKE CSAV/1991-1992
P.xpert opinion on the spent fuel interim storage facility at the NPP Dukovany as required by
59 of the Act No. 244/1992 Code on envimamental impacts.

UJV Reril992
Expert opinion on the influence of Temelin NPP operation for the alternatives of Vltava water
treatment.

VUV/1993

|
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ATTACHMENT NO. 11

Letter to Mr. Kenneth Brody
Chairman and President

Export-Import Bank of the United States
(March 9, 1994)
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9. March 1994,

:

.

: !
,

t
'

Mi. Kenneth Brody
,

Chairman and President
>

Export. Import Bank of the United States
M11 Vermont Avenue N.W. '

,

Washingtnn D.C 20$71 -
,

! |Dear Mr. Brody: ;

i

At the nutset, please allow me to thank you |or the tentative approval of the issue of ths
_. :

luun guarantees for the export of nuclear flipl and instmmentation and contrn1 sstemt
'

!

for Nuclear Power Plant Temelin. I hope that last week's mission to Washington '

consisting of my personal advisor and techtscal experts of CEZ assisted in completing _ |

and strengthening the information and documentation to be used for your final decision
on the issue of the. guarantees of the tinmncing of NPP Temelin. I trust that such-

. infonnation and docuinentation at the:same time conclusively answered certain
allegat!ons being expressed in Washington,, mainly bphe Special Delegativii of the '

' Government of Austria to the United State 4 1 '.acrcfore hope that your final decision -
concerning the NPP Temelin transaction will be positive.

.

.t

I am pleased to provide you with further a4swers to your questions concerning puhtle ;participation in the imponant Tenwifa proj
Ambassador to. Washington, Mr. fantovskf. pct, trammitad to me through the Czech -

->:
tin the attachments you will find a detailed ' I -

| clarification of the legal framework for eWuating the effect of NPP Temelin on the--.

1 environment and further relevant infnrmatiop. In addition, please allow me to touch on L ',
.

;sevemt important matters.

! Firstly,~ the siting decision concerning;y Temelin was made in 1985 and the h
environmental impact assessment was completed in accordance with the legislation then a

in effect. Aiio. me however, to sad that ine wy. or the miere ecioniiy r=rried oiit
. : sigitifkautly exceeded tlic statutory requirements. For example: !

l
|-

'

'unnnnn-- ;

.

!

'
.,
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o the majonty of tre environme stal impset ar...sments we cartieri ont hy
large scientine te3ms. which we re in accordance with then current practice '

fully ur partially paid huan Lile state budget and which were subject to
expcn opponents' reviews (peer revicw). These reviews were accessible to
the public. j "

.

the site selection was based on high quality information concerning theo,

*
geology of the Czech Republic, nis geologicalinformation was a result ofi

an extrarnely thorough survey cf the entire Czech territory. Survey of such
scope was, for esemple, achieved in Sweden only in connection with the

,,

need to establish a site for the underground spent nuclear fuel repository,

In substance, the documents and studies wh|ch have been prepared meet the scope of -

the requirements set out in Law No. 244/1$92 on Environmental Impact Assessment, ., I
'

which was recently adopted by our democrat,ically elected Parliament. Access to these
documents is unlimited and the conclusions of these studies were and are being used in I

the wur3e of public discuniem about the cIIcu uf NPP Temelin un the envirunment.
.

Secnndly, I wonhilike in (traw your attention In several elements which enable the public
to participate using our legal system. Namely:

| ..

the duty of the independent State Office for Nuclear Safety (SUJB) too

present to the Government ind Parliament of the Czech Republie'

quarterly and annual reports ni its activitie< in the area of nuclear safety -

regulation. This regulatory role extends to operating nuclear facilities well
,,

as to nuclcar facilities under;constnsetion. Because these reports aie
public. they may at any time bepome the subject of discussions and debate.

I

u the existence of a concept of"lpterpellation'in our Parliament, This legal
prlaciple, based on the Constitution of the C4cch Republic, enables the '

members of the Parliament to, pose questions to the Government or the
relevant Minister, to which a response must be by law provided within a
pe'riod of thirty days.The reentp of the respannan in made availahre tn the

:
entire Parliainent. The conespi of "Interpellation" therefore enables not
only mcmbcrs of Parliament, but through them, also the voters, to be
Indolved in the matters being dealt w th until their final resolution.
individual vote.rs and more fr . tently, special interest groups, reson to the

'

process of "Interpellation" to xpress their views. For example, during
February's senion of Pa4tiemput, thre. *interpellatiom" in respect of
Temelin NPP were pmented to the Government. He fact that in the
Czech Republic each member of Parliament represents approximately only
35,000 voters, should enable 'you to understand that the laterests of **'

individuals can be quite effectively defended.<

It is important to also considc'r at the same time, that power company
'-

o .

CEZ intends to act in a manher which is in line with the conduct of
-

.

oc(omoocs.csajmant.Ts.

4
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similar electried utilities in Europe. In the case of NPP Temelfn, this_
means a maximum cffort to inte:wt with the public in ene neighboring
enmmunities, maximum openaess with respect tu informadon concerntng
the nuclear safety of the power plant and its effects on the cuvironment.
and cooperation with the governments nf the relevant local municipal ties

,

and townships, he expedence with public relations frorn the region
where the first Czech Dukovany NPP is operating proves that this;

-

;
approach yields good results, {

,

Thirdly, I would like to state that the locaiton of the Czech Republic in the heart of
Europe, as well as our,c! car orientation to membership in the European Union

. practcally nececisate harmonintion of ouklegislation with the legisladon of the EU.
.

For example, Law No. 244/tW2 was based (on the " Council Directive 85/377/EEC of
June'27,1985 on the Aasessment of the Ffftets of Certain Public and Private Projects'

-

on the Environment *. One of the steps in adopting our legal framework to the EU will
>

,

be adoption of a law concerning the right td access to Information'(Right in Know) in
.,

'

accordance with " Council Directive 90/313/EEC of June 7,1990, on the Freedom Accou '

;to Informatinn on the Environment". Our new Nuclear Energy Law will pay special
: attention to the right to know. The farest pfts of this law describe the scopc of the

.

documentation to be provided to the pubtle by the owner of a NPP. De relevant
. provision of the law will be coruistent with c6e appropriate EU legisistfon. Exactly for.
this reason all information on the state of tds environment is already now being made
available. NPP Temelin can in nn event be en exception.

-|
Our open approach will only be !!mited byjCrech law and CEZ policy dealing with-

i
protection of proprietary and confidential information. For example, the audit carried ' j-

,

out by Halliburton NUS consisted to a lai e excent of matten related to liiternal -t
organization of CEZ, commercial policy, personnel issues and proprietary technologies.
Of course, these sulatantial parts of the audit shall not be produced to the public, and

,

Indeed, it would be unusual to du so. Nevettheless, CEZ has already implemented a.

procedure allowing the public to have accessi o cALCDsIVe information concerning NPP_-t

Temelin,-incitding information about the saisiing environmental impact studies ami ~

,.

iresults of safety assessment ( A broad range of information is available for review at the
Public Relatium Department of the hearl| office of CEZ in Prague and in the j=

Information Centre of NPP Temelin. Specifl$ additionafinformation can he requested
. , '

in writing. t
*

:

1 hope 5 dear Sir, that my letter will he interpreted as further evidence of our intention
to pay permaneut and special attention tn the effect of NPP Temelfa on the--
environment, and to ensure that the inteac>ted public can participate in the proceu.' I
trust that the above will enable the Export Import Dank of the United Slaws to approve '

our request for loan guarantees.

Yours sincerely,
-:

,

i
'

!

Dot {uaM LXx3IfiYlW Rlju TR.

'

3
-

._ _ - .
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COMMUNICATION MECHANISM BETWEEN CEZ J

AND THE PUBLIC AND PARTICULARLY THE INHABITANTS |
"

IN THE NPP TEM ELIN REGION. !-

r-

!.
The natural need of the power company to commurdcate with the public led dEZ ro
create a professional communication system in spite of the fr.ct that no legislation h

'

requires CEZ to enablish such a broad and open system. It is only logiesi that the open
information policy of CEZ,has positive effects also in the areas surrounding the Temelin ,,

Power Plant. ,:'
,

The above purpose is. also act$cd by a m$nthly called 'the Temelin News which is j-

distributsd 6 co of charge to households loca(ed in the twenty kilometer perimeter of the i
~

plant. The Temelin News give answers to all. questions which the public wishes to imuw
in connection with the nuclear power station and its operatiou. --

i- '*

Regular news and clone couperation with th& mass media have become customary. All
interested pas ties are invited to thc.informatibn center, open year-round, where staff are

. prepared to answer visitors' questions regarding construction. safety and environmental 1

impact of the nuclear power plant. The opportunity to visit and tour the plant is widely
used by schnok from the whole of the Cecch Republic,by inhabitants of the surrounding

I municipalities and cummunities and also by citiscas from neighboring Austria. In 1993 !

i some 13 thousand visitors came to see the pant in construction, i

The use of nuclear energy is more accepted'in the Cecch Repubile than ln the majority .

of western countries. Thi> is also manifested in the public attitude towards the-
completiuti of the Temelfn plant. More thnj 80% of Cach citizens desire at least two

'

blocks to be completed. His attitude has not changed in the past years and has been *I
stable since 1991 when the issue was raised;for the first tirne, ,

j .<

Cooperation between NPP Temelin and the;Public Commission ,

1

Operators of the majority of nuclear power' plants in Europe enable inhab!! ants in the
-

region to carry out their own inspection of the plants and tu be in a close relationship
with the operators through what are call | d public commissions. Members of thee

, cumadations are representativcs of individual municipalities in the regions of. the
' respective plants. ;

"

In a gathering of municipalltles which too place shortly after November 1989, NPP
Ternslin 14dtiated the formation of a public commission in the region of Temalfn.
Initially, people were quito interested in participating la the commission which had about .

80 mcmbers. De commission met several times a year and its members scyuminted
themselves with the ennstruction, results of various IAEA missions and results of safety .

'

Analyses and environmental impact analyses of the plant.
:

Since 1993 the role of the Public Comrnist'on hu bun gradually assumed by the '

Association of Municipalities and Cornmunines in the NPP Temel(n region. j
,

- n . - - -
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Communication with the association of eiunicipalities and communities la the Temelfa -
NPP regles,

The Associutton of Municipalities and Corrimunities (SMOR) in the JE Temelin tesiun~

wp established in rrdd 1992 und brings together representatises of the' majority of
municipalities and communities in the 20 km perimeter of the plant. Currently,

,

representarives of 84 munleipalities and corsmunities (uut of 90) with 100.000 inhabitants
cac members of $MOR, The association is headed by.the chairman and the council of
10 membess (2 representatives of the iregion, I representative of the Temelin

. municipality).
,

-

;-.

At present SMOR strives to ensure that regi' nalinterests and environmernalimpacts areo

taken into due account and to supervise the construction schedule and maintenance of
safety standarda in the plant.

{ 3,

'the: representatives of SMOR regularly meet with CEZ experts. At such meetings (hZf c

experts answer questions selected from 60 expert themes regardhw completion of the
plum. Based upon completert analyws an documents CEZ representatives prepaic
detailed and well founded answers to which(city mayors may prepare their comments fx 's

joint meetings. It is therefore a pi'avlicul method of allowing the pub'ic representatives

Tamelin nuclear power plant. If an issue or)fscs on which the repsesentatives may have -to familiarize themselves with all aspects of he cuimrucifun and future operation of the -p

differing opinions. the answer will he prepared by an laternationally recognized expert ' 3

of the construction us uitreed upon by SMO,R and CEZ n.s.-
'

,

'the first meeting between SMOR and dEd esperts took place on September 17.1993 L
and was followed by another meeting on Npvember 12. The meedng was attended by r
repsesertratives of Westinghouse as the mpplier of the instrumentation and control

>

system. ,

]
'

This' year the series of meetings betwcon SHOR and dEZ representatives continues.' i
The first meating was held on February 4. '(he meeting is scheduled for April 7.

,

' Resukts of sucli inecting are regularly publigned in press releases of the regional paper
' Jihobeske listy and in the Vltavfn bi-weekly [

,

'. 1

:
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!
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DOCUMENTATION f F THE INFl.UENCE
OF TEMELIN NPP ON THE ENVIRONMENT

.

''

.

.

Preparation of documentation un the luduence of NPP Temelin un the environment has - b
#been proceeding since the early 80's, and is still continuing. In the first half of the 80's

the documentation of the influence of Temelin on the environment was prepared as an
obligatory part of material submitted with ni appliention siting of the plant and for the

@Iennstruction permit. According to legislation valid at that time, the applicant for siting
of the plant and the constr,uction perndt was,'icquired to include documentation on the . ri
influence of the plant on the environment kith the design documentation which was I
submitted to the appropriate public authorities (people's administration), state super.
visory authorities and the constniction ottice p a part ot'the application for the decision. . '- I
Even special interest groups took part la the negotiations, and they provided a further h
possibility for public acceu to the NPP Tomelin caviromuental impact documentation. -
Nuclear safety aspects of the Tcmciin NPP environmental impact review were
documented in the siting safety report revieded by the State Office for Nuclear Safety
(now 5t tlH) before the release of its decision on the Temelin NPP siting.:

I

The preparation of documentation concernihg the influence of the Tcmcifn NPP the
environment continues for the purpose of administrative proceedings which have not yet .

been completed, such as the decision on the! discharge et wastewater. l
i ;l

.

'

The scope of the analyses evaluating the influence of NPP Temelin on the environment- :
is set forth in regulations.of general ap!! cation. On the basis of the experience with [

,,

matters of environments' protection dur:ng the construction and commissioning of NPP - -
'

. Dukovany in the 70's and in. connection with the worldwide trends in evaluating
,

ceniqgical inues nn large scale projects, CEE prepared an evaluation of the influence e
: . of the construction and operation of NtP Temelin 'on the enviruumsta which '

, considerably exceeded the scope prescribed by regulations valid in Czechoslovakia at that . -
.

time. De model for CEZ's environmental evaluation of NPP Temelin was American ~ '

,

regulation RG 4.2, which formed the basis |of the scope and depth of the individual -
' R

studies on the influance on the environment. - ;

1.
.

'ne evaluation of the influenec ofTemelin NPP on the environinent could not be carried ',

- oud by one single Caechoslovak organisation.at that time. For this reason, CEZ looked .I.
for the most capable contractors in individual areas; mostly among specialized reAearch !
institutes. In many cases the contractor of the Individual studies was the appropriate "

.

section of the Cacchoslovak Academy of Scihnces
of the Temella site as an applied rescarch' task conne(CSAV), winch completed the study ,

:

cted to its research activities. Some ' I
'

of the studies were paid for by CEZ, but a ' umber of the research orSanizations and
'

n

. Institutions of the C5AV prepsring evahinting materinin for.the Temelin site received .
financing from the government. CEZ accepted the studies on the influence of the- I,

,:
: construction on the envitunmeta from the contractors after discussion of input data.

~

'
methodology,and interpretation of the results with the relevant-technical supervisory i g
bodies (in:luding state supervisory authofities) and representatives of the _ local. j
governmentc .CF7. snhmitted the studies tp expert nrganizations in Czechoslovalda

,

operating in the same fleid for review, to the catent such urgustintions were available, . ~

fut the purpose ofincicasing the expert level of the evaluation. A complete summary j

.

4

h
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of the ceological cvaluations in individual areas was carried out by the Institute of Radio.
Ecology and Use of the Nucleat Technology in Kosice, a nationallaboratory for scientific
research in this tield. 'the results of the evalvanon of influences on the turrounding
ecogystem were incorporated into the decision documentation of the plant (the chapter
dealing with the evaluation of the influence of the constnistion on the environment) and

'

into the safety report.

The representatives of the local governme'nt who took part in the discussions of the
results of die tessmh, have had the opportunity to organize citizens' meetings where
discussion cf the rescarch results were held. However, even m cases where no interest
was shown in organhing meetings dealing specifically with the influence of the plant on
the environment, the loest governmentt used the intnrmatinn and data obtained in the

'

Iresearch in discussions with the residents during the decision making process on the
siting and she sununentvincut date of the consuwtion of the NPP. In a number of
cases, CEZ, in the manner execeding reqbtrements of legislation valid at the time,
requested the local governments to organize meetings with residents, In which the Plan ,

was introduced and explained, and the ov'erall influence at the ennstruction on the
environment, including its demographic aspects. was justified.

'
A basic condition for the location of the NPP was to minimize the influence of the plant
on the environment. CEZ made the res$lts of the evaluation of the plant on the
environment available to the public as tupporting material for the decision to implement

.

'

the construction of the NPP. The conclusions of the assessment of the inflocute of the I

plant on the environment are permanently available in the Infortnation Center of the
Temelin NPP, and have been presented during discussions by CEZ with citizens within

'
the $NIOR. In no esse is the qualified envirhnmentalimpact documentation contidered
confidential,

The study of the evaluation of the ecologie 1 impact of the plant was also submitted to
the IAEA mission in the Spring of 1990. IAEA worked in detail only on those upsets
which related to nuclear safety. -

Section 22 of Czech National Council Act ok April 15,1992 "On Evaluation of luflucuve
i

On the Environment * states that this law cannot be applied to the construction of the
NPP Temelin, for which the decision was already released in 1985.

| l

In the supplement to the materialis a comparison of the scope of the ecological study
'

as specified by Act No. 244 with the ecolpgical studies couipiled for NPP Temelin '
Integrated into the construction documentation and safety reports.

For the purpose of encouraging the publick awareness of the ennstruction of l'emelin
NPP and its possible influence on the envi[onment, the Czech government, upon the

8

request of CEZ, gave the IAEA in 1990 iu consent to freely distribute all the reports of
the IAEA missions to Tcmclin. When tne audit was comp!sted, CEZ authorized
Halliburton NUS to make a press release on the audit findings and recommendations.
Furthermore, the Halliburton NOS proj4et director was interview 6d by a local
newspaper. CEZ and Halliburton NUS presented overall results of the audit of the
construction of NPP Temelin at the Eurofon conference in 1992. ,

! |

A
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Supplement to List of Environsnental Neviews of Temelin $lta
..

.,

Atlas of isuscismic maps Canual and Entern Europs
Feasibility study of NPP Tcmelin for southern Dohemia (4x1000 MW)- [
Comparative study regarding to:ation of NPP Temel(a in southern Bohemia in the "

Dubenee Temelfn area
Environmental impact study (nuclear safety) f
Research of cultural muuuments and landsdape 'i'

Sosial and sociological research n
Ground water system la the area of NPP T,emolin :*'Surface water quality and nupply in the are;of the NPP main construction site
Hydrogeological situation in the area of NPP Temelin constmetion site r-. -
Radiological research for the purpose of NPP Temelin construction

'

List of surface water sources from the Vltava and the Labe below the confluence with-
"'

- the Lsbe ~

Current and planned use of ground water iA the extended area of NPP Temelin
Research of non drinking water
C11rnatie description of NPP Temelin -

.
,

Geological research
'

:'

Seismic risks NPP Malovice i

Archaeoingical research NPP Temelfn
Scientific research - NPP Temelfn :, i
C hnographic research4 NPP Temelin I

Dihsion of radioactive substances in ground water in the areas surrounding NPP .'"

Temelin
Acoustic rescarch .;
Seismic resourch 'i' |
Meteorological description . .

Research of external factors i

Research of water supply, clariftention tests
Effect of the transit gas pipeline on NPP Temelin
Gas pipeline potentialincident rewarch ,,'
Overview of research studies for the Vodni stavby projcet asignment .
Projected thermal impact on the Vltava river- -

Evaluation of the current and projected wbter quality in the Vitavaln the areas of
Hnevkovke and Korensko'
hujosted euuophication processes la the Hoevkovke and Kofenska reservoirs and their :'

F .

'Japacs on water quality in 1991, with estirngtes for successive years
'

e

Evaluation of the current situation and projected radioactive substance ' activity _in'the , , '
N PP *lamelin steps of inreenst
P!nal report on the geophysical research on the NPP Temelin aren
Research on the use of water from the Vltava - update .
Water supplies and selection of water sources in the perimeter of 6 km around NPP - "!
Temelin
NPP Temelin hydrogeological situation !
Cumparisuu of meteutulosival data Temelf{ Bectiyne " , ,

,

.
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LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF NPP TEMELIN COMMISSIONING :

AND THE POSSIBILITY OF PARTICIPATION OF THE PUBLIC
IN THIS COMMISSIONING

i

l
l

The cunstructfun of NPP Temelin Is subject to the regime set forth by Building Act No.
50/1976 Coll., as amended by Act No. 103/1990 Coll. and Act No. 26 /1992 Coll. ne

,

regulations implementing the Building Act include: Decree No. 84/76 Coll. "On the
Territorial Planning Data and Territorial Planning Documentation , Decree he. 85/76
Coll. "On the More Detailed Regulatfoil of the Territorial Proceeding and on the j

Building Rules", also an Ansnded by succciding regulations, i.e.' by Decrees Nus. 376, I,
377, and 378/1992 Coll. j

|.

The building prnceeding itself (the proceed,ing regarding the building permit) is hated -
on the territorial proceeding resulting In the territorial decision. The participants in the

,

'

territorial proceeding are the proposer (the futuic builden) and Icgal or nattual peisuna
conducting their businesses under special regulations, or citizens whose ownership or
other rights to the land or structures, or onstructions including adjacent lands.and '

structures, might be directly affected by the decision. It' the municipal ottice is not the
building otTice, also the municipality shall the participant in such proceeding.

The Building Act orders the building office 3that performs the territorial proceeding, to
examine the submitted proposal also in respect ofimpacts on the environment. If the
submitted proposal does not give sufficient grounds for the assessment of the proposed
const:uction loation in tlic 3 aid respect and if it (inut cumpleted within the set term,
the building office shall discontinue the territorial proceeding.

The participants in the building proceeding' that is initiated by an application for the .
bu!! ding permit shall be the buf! der as well as !cgul and natural persons conducting their

,

businesses under special segulations, and citheus iliat have ownership or utlier rights to
the adjacens lands or structures and.whose rights or interests protected by law or
obligations might be affected by the building permit. The municipelity has the position
of an affected body of the state administration the opinion of which must be talcen into
account by the building office.

In addition, the Building Act or Decree No. 83/M Coll., as ameiuled,' sets forth in
'

respect of the building proceeding, that|the adverse impacts and influences of
' construction and construction ecluipment mnpt not worsen the living environment on the

site and their vielnity over the permissible le 91. The compliance with such requirements L
shall be evidenced by the results of respective measurements.-

|
In summaty, although the impact of the NPP Temelin construction has not been . -

discused publicly in acenedance with Act No. 244/lW2 (WI. under the territnrial nr
building proceedings, the Building Act and its implementing regulations give att j

,

opportunity to exptm even negathe opinions of oon govesutacutal urganizadosis (wliicli L
participants to .the proceedids), through electedc rcpresentatives in !-

were not

representative bodies at the level of communities, regions and the Republic as described ',below.
|

*
.
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In this connection, the act 'On the Prneedural Rules'of the Cseek Natforial Council''(Act
No. 35/1989 Co!L as amended by succeeding regulations) provides the F1rliament of the - -

Czech Republic and its members (whedier indMduals or groups) wie considettble
powers in the aren of the public control of the government and its individual ministries.

-

The Chamber of Deputiet of the Parilamedt And its individual members are entitled to
' {ask questions of the Government of CR and the Ministers in any matters within its
*authority. The Government or the Ministet ab.sil be obliged to respuud to these

questions within 30 days. Such response 14 made avellable for the entire Chamber of
Deputies and the relevant member has to express his/her satisfaction or dissatlsfaction

,

with the response, *
* '

At any meeting of the Qamber of Deputics or committees of the Chamber of Deputics,
_

the members may submit suggestions and comments in respect of any matters. Also, the
members of Parliament may requent the members of the Government and other state - I

Iauthorities to give information and explanations needed for the performance of such-
, 1representatives' duties. The powers above are widely used by the representatives,

especially as a reaction to the notices and questions raised by their voters with whom . *

they maintain regular contacts. !

I-
;

.

,

i
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POWERS AND AUTHORITY
OF THE STATE OFFICE FOR NUCLEAR SAFETY.

!
'

The State Office for Nuclear Safety ("SQJB", hereinaher the "Officc") was catablished
by the CNC ("Czeca National Councir) Art No. 21 as of December 21,1992 as a central,

body of the state administration of CR. Pursuant to the Constitutional Act No. 4/92 as
ofl'ebruary 15,1992 'On Measuics Connected with the Dissolution of CSFR', the Office '

assumed the regulator
for Nuclear Energy ).y functions'of the formpt CSKAE (The C4echoslovak ConnuinionThese functions were introduced by Building law No 50/1976

,

Coll. and extended by A
of Nucleu Facilities.' _ jc No. 28/84 Coll. 'Un the 5 rare Supervision of Nucleu Safety--

ne final version qt its authorities _was provided by Act No.
287/93 Coll. as of November 11, 1993 thdt sets fosth the following activides to be i- ,

performed by the Office: ..

]'
state supervision of nuclear ngfety of miclear tacility, disposal of radio.

.
'

uctive waste from nuclear facilftles and of spent fuel.
state supervision of nuclear |rnaterials including t!:cir anuuming and

- ,

control, !

state supervision of the physical protection of nuclest facilities and nuclear.

materials. _. 's
'-
,

The Office does not perform any promoting activities in the area of nuclear eneisy, ii '

plays only a regulatory and control role, it is huded by its chairman appointed by the
.,
F

Gnvernrnent of the Czech Republic. The independence of the Office upon other bodies
of the state administration is given. without l{mitation to, by its own budget chapter that - '

is discussed sad approved by the Parliament of CR.
!

The most significant authorities of the Office's chairman include the power to ordct,in
case of a an immediate danger, to take anyland all necessary measures, including the

,

reduction of output or shut down of the nuclear facilities. Under the new Nuclear Act,
7

which is under preparation, the poiltica of the Office will further be enhanced b) Its - -

consolidation with bodies of the radiation protection supervision.
:

The Omce prepres regularly quarterly and annual reports on the results ofits activity
that are delivered to various organizations. including chairmen of municipi amees in the

- .,
-

regions where nuclear power plants are located, and to chairmen of the Committee for
the Environment and the Economic Commit,tce of the Parliament of CR.'

I

The annual report is divuwd by the Government of CR that, as a rule, takes its
deciaiun on such report. -

The documentation that underlies the Office's decisions, as well as the conclusions and -.
tindings of the inspection activities are available for any official discussion. Any and all '
activity of the Omca are subject to the puelle control by the Parliament _of CR. _ This
ereates a cleat flow of Information betweert and among the Omce, Parliament. and j

'

voters. ; d. .
y

'

: :

.
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the openness and trampaiency of the system of supervision of nuclear safety in dR are
also confirmed by conclusions of an laternational audit (RAM (i) made by EU in the .' [

~

framework of the PHARE program. 'the regulatory system in dR in by its concept quite
. close to those systems used in Western Europe. The only mors substantial di8erence i-
consista in the fact that the approvals by b Ofice.of the siting,-construction and I
operation of nuclear facilitics serve a mere underlying material rar decisions to be taken
by a local state administration that ultimately decides on whether the implementation of ~

>

. This 'way of- 7 sthe equipment is or is not in the .interesu of the given region.
commissioning the construction of nuclear power plants in dR substitutes the "public
discussions". j, ,-

* , J
An evidence more to the open and constructive appmaen to the issues of nuclear safety
in relation to the neighboring cosmtries are bilateral agreements entered by and between : _

CR, FRG, Hungary and Austria.

Unider a long term intergovernmental agreeIment wirh Austria. CR submits regulatly the
Austrian site yearly information on the implementation of the nucisar ~ program in CA,:

. i

and on the nuclear safety issues. The regular annual discussions of experts of both states T .

serve an otticial forum for an open exchange of opinions and information, including the - .

scatch for the forna of unutually beneficial sooperation. .
.

As part of the official cooperation between the Office and US NRC, a project regarding
the training of the Otfice's inspectors in selepted aspects of Temelin NPP licensing in the
Idaho National Laboratory has bcea preparbd and is in the final phase of its preparation.
This program of support by NRC will contribute to a turther harmonization- of a

commisaloning regarding the construction of nuclear power plants la CR and USA. g
. .
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ATTACHMENT NO. 12

State Department letters notifying the NRC of its approval
of the issuance by the NRC of License No. XSNM-02785

(March 21, 1994, and April 8, 1994)
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United States Depanment of State

Washing:en. O C. 20S20

March 21,1994

Mr. Carlton R Stoiber
Director, Interna tior.al Programs
Umted States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Bockville, Maryland

Dear Mr. Stoiber:

I refer to the letter from your ornce dated December 21, 1993,
requesting the views of the Executive Branch as to whether issuance of
an export license in accordance with the application hereinafter
described meets the applicable criteria of the Atomic Energy Act of

-

1954. as amended by the Nuclear Non Proliferation Act of1978:

NRC No. XSNM02785 Application by Westinghouse ElectricCorporation
for authorization to export to the trech Republic15.390 kilograms of U.235 in 342.000 kilograms of uramum

enriched to a maximum of 4.5 percent in the form of uranium
dioxide pellets incorporated into fuel assemblies for the initial core
and fou.r reload regions each for Temelin Nuclear Power StationUnits 1 and 2.

The proposed export to the C7ech Republic would take place
pursuant to the Agreement Between the Government of the United
States of America and the Government of the Czech and Slovak Federal
Republic on Cooperation in Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy which
entered into force on February 13, 1992 as conntmed in a certiGcate
from the Czech State Office for Nuclea,r Safety, a copy of which isenclosed. The Czech Republic has adhered to the provisions of its
Agreement for Cooperation with the United States.

The Executive Branch has reviewed the application and concluded
that the requirements of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended by the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978, have been met and that the
proposed export will not be inimical to the common defense and security
of the United States. A detailed analysis for the Czech Republic was
submitted to your office on August 6,1993 with the Executive Branch
views on application XSNM02749. There has been no material change
in circumstances regarding the Czech Republic since submission of thatanalysis.

On the basis of the foregoing, the Executive Branch recommends
that the license be issued.

Sincerely, ?r a np 3Jy s 1,1HI
' -~'t . ~ _, _ 4 ^' W iY063'

.

/@ .$ 5u p,. .
Richard J. K. Stiatford LZ: P d Zl &N P6.

,

!

Director
! Nuclear Energy Affairs ,, g n

Enclosure: . .0338
Assurance certificate y gjf Qf|,p gg f-/J.py
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*h United States Department of State-W-

_ j .!hhington. O C 20S20
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April 8' 1994 G. Sansicw, "0A00
C " #* * " " '

-

D. Stout, MM -

Mr. Ronald D. Hauber, Director .- g psc, h . ADivision of Nonproliferation, Exports I- ,

- and Multilateral Relations FbR
Office of international Programs

- United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Rockville, Maryland,

Dear Mr. Hauber:

I refer to the letter from our Office dated March 21, 1994,
providing Executive Branch views on application XSNM02785 for the
export to the Czech Republic of low enriched uranium for the Temelin-
Nuclear Power Station,

i

It has come to our attention that the description of the export in
our letter cited the wrong amount of U-235. Enclosed is a
replacement Executive Branch letter showing the correct amount of '

U 235 to be exoorted as 15,390 kilograms; No other changes have
been made to that letter.

Sincerely.
'

.

-

.

obin DeLaSarre-
Nuclear Energy Affairs

.

.

i y :n s y5 1,.1HI
" M t.20it.3'

Ll: Pd Zt &N P6.

li$$JA1; Y~/j-fyy()' JkW! su.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA- GA-

"NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION sE N
p C1 -

#In the Matter of : E

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION Docket No. 11'0-04699
'

:

(Nuclear Fuel Export License :

For Czech. Republic - Temelin :

Nuclear Power Plants) :
,

-

.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that original (s) and/or copies of - the

foregoing " Answer of Applicant Westinghouse Electric Corporation to

Petition for Intervention and Request for Hearing of the Natural
Resources Defense Council, et al." were served upon the. persons

:

listed on Attachment 1 to this certificate of Service by. deposit in

the United States mail, first class postage prepaid, this 19th day:
_

of April, 1994. )
;

*W
gohn R. Kenrick
bekart Seamans Cherin &:Mellott
42nd Floor,.600 Grant Street '

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 15219
(412) 566-6000. ~,

(412) 566-6099 (fax)
Counsel for Applicant, j

Westinghouse Electric Corporation- ^ 'l

i

j

. , ._ _ _. ._. . . . . - , .__.,J
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ATTACHMENT 1

Samuel J. Chilk, Secretary
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Attention: Chief, Docketing & Service Branch

Executive Secretary
United States Department of State
Washington, D.C. 20520

S. Jacob Scherr, Esq. :i
Natural Resources Defense Council
1350 New York Avenue, N.W.
Suite 300
Washington, D.C. 20005

office of General Counsel
.

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission '

Washington, D.C. 20555
Attention: Marjorie Nordlinger, Esq.

+

...


